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Abstract 
This thesis addresses the problem of stand-off ground-penetrating radar (GPR) 
antenna systems, which are principally used in demining applications. The 
detection of buried target is difficult due to fundamental limitations. Electro- 
magnetic signals are highly attenuated in soil and the attenuation increases 
with frequency. Depth resolution on the target can only be achieved with 
broadband systems. As a consequence, the requirements on the antenna are 
severe. Antennas having a large bandwidth and a clean radiated response 
are needed to achieve depth resolution of the target. Moreover, stand-off 
systems such as the one used in demining applications require sufficient gain 
characteristics and mobility. 
The physics behind the GPR problem is complicated due to the large number 
of parameters affecting the radiation and reception of electromagnetic signals. 
Natural soils are often inhomogeneous and the close environment creates a 
considerable amount of clutter. Modelling techniques play an important role 
in understanding the electromagnetic wave propagation in natural ground. 
They are very useful in the design of antenna systems. 
The above issues are addressed in two different investigation routes. One 
route of investigation looks at the design of directive broadband antennas. 
The other route of investigation concerns the way of enhancing the modelling 
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capabilities of GPR antenna problems. 
A novel stand-off antenna is proposed. The structure is resistively loaded 
and resembles a skeleton TEM horn. The design of the TEM horn antenna 
is undertaken by using an equivalent transmission line model. The structure 
is optimised to meet the design goals. Prototypes of the derived antenna are 
built and used within a real GPR system. GPR images of mines are obtained 
using the prototypes. Additionaly, The agreement between measurements 
and predictions is good. 
Concerning the second route of investigation of this project, a hybrid method 
based on plane wave spectra interactions is introduced. The method enables 
field prediction of a GPR situation. It is based on splitting the complete 
problem into two sub-geometries. One geometry represents the antenna and 
the other represents the ground with buried targets. Each sub-geometry is 
analysed independently. Field prediction is undertaken by merging the two 
sub-geometries via a plane wave spectra formulation. The proposed hybrid 
method is validated with a dipole and a TEM horn antenna problem. Good 
agreement is found between the Method of Moment results and the hybrid 
method results. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 The ground-penetrating radar concept 
Ground-penetrating radars (GPRs) are complex electromagnetic devices by 
which, one can locate objects or interfaces buried beneath the surface of the 
earth. Most GPR systems are based on the detection of the backscattered 
signal from targets. They work by emitting electromagnetic energy that 
travels into the ground and by recording the echoes caused by the reflections 
from any targets. 
GPR technology is used in a wide range of domains such as in geophysics, 
civil engineering, military, police, space programs, and archaeology. More 
specific and typical GPR applications involve also the following: 
" mine detection in fields for countries that have suffered military conflicts, 
" gas pipe and electric cable localisation in civil engineering projects, 
" body recovery under collapsed buildings after earthquakes or in a police 
murder investigation, 
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" planetary exploration, 
" archaeological remains recovery, 
" geophysical survey, 
" ice mapping. 
The principle of detection is based on the fact that the transmitted electro- 
magnetic waves are scattered when they encounter a material of different 
electromagnetic properties than the surrounding soil. GPRs detect contrasts 
of permittivity, permeability and resistivity between the ground and the 
buried objects. They have the capability to detect metallic and non-metallic 
objects. 
Usually, a GPR system consists of one antenna pair (one transmitting antenna 
and one receiving antenna), and an electronic unit that processes the returned 
signal and a display unit that presents the relevant information to the user. 
Figure 1.1 shows a diagram of a generic GPR system. 
In a typical GPR operation, the received signal is composed of a main 
reflection from the air-ground interface followed by a much weaker reflection 
from the target. Figure 1.2 shows an illustration of the time domain repre- 
sentation of the received signal recorded by a GPR. 
In practice, the detection of buried objects is difficult for several reasons. 
First, natural grounds are composed of different materials that result to 
many inhomogeneities causing multiple undesired reflections. These may 
overshadow the target reflection. Secondly, the transmitted pulse needs 
to be sufficiently short with minimal amount of transient to achieved high 
resolution on the target. The GPR must be able to discriminate between the 
2 
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Figure 1.1: The ground-penetrating radar system. 
air-ground interface and the target, as well as two adjacent targets. Thirdly, 
rough terrain and vegetation generate additional undesired reflections which 
can potentially annihilate the detection capabilities of the GPR. All undesired 
reflections caused by unnecessary features are commonly referred to as clutter. 
One fundamental problem associated with buried target detection is the 
achievement of penetration depth and target resolution simultaneously. The 
attenuation of electromagnetic signals in soil increases as the frequency in- 
creases. Therefore, electromagnetic signals with high frequencies are highly 
attenuated compared to electromagnetic signals with lower frequencies. As a 
result, one could think that enhanced detection would occur with lower fre- 
quency signals. However, this is not necessarily true because high frequency 
signals are needed to resolve the details of the target and achieve a better 
resolution. The penetration depth and the target resolution are therefore two 
conflicting factors for the design of GPR systems and a compromise needs 
to be reached in order to obtain satisfactory performance for the particular 
problem under consideration. For example, if a GPR system is designed for 
3 
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of received reflections recorded by the GPR. 
demining purposes, much attention is focussed on the achievement of a good 
target resolution for typical mines as these are usually small and not buried 
deeply. 
Generally, the target resolution can be considerably increased by the use 
of focussing systems based on array technology. For example, processing 
algorithms such as SAR processing enable the achievement of a good target 
resolution by focussing the antenna beam to a finite range. This way, good 
resolution can be achieved even when the system operates at lower frequency. 
Within a GPR system, the choice of the frequency range of operation, modu- 
lation scheme, antenna type and polarisation is dependent on the size and 
shape of the target to detect, as well as the transmission properties and 
surface characteristics of the ground. Signal-to-clutter ratio, signal-to-noise 
ratio, spatial resolution of the target and depth resolution of the target are 
important system specifications for all GPR systems. Thus all GPR systems 
must be designed to achieve the maximum performance in terms of directivity 
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and target resolution. 
The antenna plays a critical part on the overall GPR performance. It is 
crucial that the antenna design is undertaken so that the difficult system 
specifications set by the GPR can be addressed. Electromagnetic predictions 
provide insights and understanding about the physics behind a GPR system 
that are very valuable to the designers. There is no successful GPR system 
without a successful antenna design. 
1.2 The GPR for humanitarian demining 
Mine detection is probably one of the most prevalent applications of GPR 
technology. It is estimated that 60 to 70 million landmines are scattered 
around the world in more than 62 countries. Some countries have kept de- 
tailed maps stating where the mines have been buried. However, in many 
cases, nothing is known about their exact location. Mainly, landmines are 
found in the following countries: Iraq, Angola, Cambodia, Afghanistan, Sudan, 
Mozambique, Somalia, Bosnia and Croatia. The landmine problem is not 
new, but it becomes more and more serious as world-wide conflicts continue 
to emerge. Unexploded ordnance devices kill and maim thousands of civilians 
every year. Moreover, apart from the distress and risk inflicted on the 
populations, the landmine problem is a major obstacle to the economic 
development of these countries. To face this humanitarian problem, various 
national and international demining programmes have been put in place to 
help these countries undertake at least some mine field clearance. 
There are two types of mines, namely the anti-personnel (AP) and the anti- 
tank (AT) mines. AP mines are generally more difficult to detect as they are 
small. Their shapes are usually cylindrical with typical diameter of about 
5 
7 cm. They are often laid or shallowly buried in the ground. AT mines are 
larger (typically 30 cm in diameter) and are buried deeper into the ground 
(up to 50 cm). The mines are made of either metal or plastic or both. 
Usually, during a demining operation, multiple types of sensors are used. 
GPR is one of them. Other sensors include metal detectors, Infra-Red (IR) 
sensors and nuclear quadrupole resonance detectors. The latter sensor is 
normally used for the detection of explosives. Multiple sensors enable the 
blending of data within a framework called sensor fusion. 
1.3 A challenging antenna modelling problem 
A successful GPR system relies on a large extent on a successful antenna 
design. From the previous section, we can summarise the following general 
requirements for a GPR antenna: 
" the ability for broadband operation (from a few MHz to well within the 
GHz region), 
" an acceptable efficiency, 
" the ability to transmit narrow pulses with minimal amount of transients, 
this is also referred to as clean pulse; this will enable good longitudinal 
resolution, 
" an illumination footprint that will enable a good transverse resolution. 
GPR antenna design is difficult, and most of the time, it is based on empirical 
methods. Trials are usually time consuming and expensive as they require 
the building of hardware. An alternative to empirical methods is the use 
of simulation tools. Prediction methods are usually extremely valuable for 
understanding a physical problem and can therefore lead to design solutions. 
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However, the simulation of the electromagnetic performance for a GPR an- 
tenna is difficult. Many parameters contribute to the way the antenna is 
radiating. The ground and the target are usually in the near or intermediate 
field of the antenna radiation pattern. In some situations, the close proximity 
of the antenna to the ground may give rise to significant interactions that 
need to be taken into account. An accurate and efficient simulation method 
implies the modelling of the antenna and its close environment. Electrically, 
the problem can be classified as intermediately large, but some features of 
the antenna and the operating scenario need to be accurately represented. 
This can lead to complicated modelling requirements. 
The commonly used EM methods are not well suited to the GPR problem. 
As was mentioned earlier, the ground is usually a lossy dielectric with many 
inhomogeneities. The integral-equation techniques such as the Method of 
Moments (MoM) are not well suited in this situation as the modelling of the 
ground would require either the usage of a complicated Green function or an 
enormous number of unknowns. Only the modelling of an antenna above a 
homogeneous medium [70] or a stratified medium has been attempted with 
MoM. The limitations of the MoM lie in its inability to model potential tar- 
gets as well as the ground. The emergence of the finite-difference time domain 
(FDTD) technique in the 1990's has made the modelling of targets embedded 
in non-homogeneous material much more practical. The method has been 
widely used for general electromagnetic problems and has some very attrac- 
tive capabilities for GPR antenna modelling. However, FDTD suffers from 
some practical difficulties, which are due to its implementation. For example, 
the modelling of unbounded problems requires the need for some absorbing 
boundary conditions (ABCs). The ABCs have been developed for free space 
but they need to be modified when an arbitrary ground is considered. Addi- 
tionally, the air-ground interface is a potential problem in the implementation 
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of efficient ABCs. In order for the ABCs to work satisfactorily, the scattering 
structures need to be some distance away from the boundary. The use of a 
perfectly matched layer (PML) reduces considerably this distance but at the 
expense of extra computation depending on the thickness of the PML [99]. 
The most important difficulty related to the modelling of the complete GPR 
scenario using the FDTD method is probably the large amount of compu- 
tational memory that is required to solve the problem. When the antennas 
are operated at some distance from the ground, the FDTD space needed to 
incorporate the antennas and the ground is usually too large for a practical 
modelling to take place. The problem is even worse when the antennas have 
complex shapes and need a fine FDTD cell size to get sufficient resolution. 
One way of overcoming this difficulty is to develop an FDTD scheme where 
the cell size is variable. A finer FDTD cell can be used to model complex 
antenna shapes and a coarser FDTD cell can be used to model the ground. 
Even though this method can be implemented, it is relatively complicated. 
Another solution to the problem has been proposed by Huang et al [53] who 
have presented a hybrid technique based on the equivalence principle. Their 
hybrid technique consists of decomposing the general problem into two. One 
part of the problem includes the antenna on its own and the other part 
includes the ground on its own. The antenna is then independently analysed 
with the MoM and the ground is independently analysed with FDTD. The 
mutual coupling between the two sub-geometries is taken into account via a 
converging iterative procedure. 
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1.4 Research contribution 
The aims of this project are: 
1. to develop a novel and advanced impulse GPR antenna system for 
demining application, 
2. to enhance the modelling capabilities for GPR antennas. 
1.4.1 Design of an advanced GPR antenna system 
In this thesis, a skeleton resistively loaded TEM horn antenna is presented. 
The antenna is designed to meet the GPR requirements for stand-off GPR 
systems. GPR images of buried mines are obtained from built prototypes. 
1.4.2 Electromagnetic modelling hybrid method for GPR 
Also in this thesis, a new GPR antenna modelling hybrid technique based 
on plane wave spectra (PWS) is introduced. The method has potentially 
many advantages and some powerful capabilities. The technique consists of 
dividing the problem into two sub-geometries in a similar manner as proposed 
by Huang et al [53]. However, the complex antenna can be analysed by any 
method capable of predicting its performance in free space. Similarly, the 
ground can be modelled on its own with any methods capable of predicting 
the field when it is illuminated by an infinite number of plane waves of unit 
amplitude. Both results are then combined via a plane wave spectra tech- 
nique. This method does not require any iterative procedure. The advantage 
of this technique is that, once a particular ground with a buried target has 
been analysed, then any kind of antenna can be plugged into the problem 
and the effects of the proximity of the ground taken into account without 
reanalysing the ground. A palette of ground properties and target types can 
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be analysed once and for all, and then, be made available to the engineer 
for investigation of the antenna of interest. This method falls in the general 
category of Born-type approximation. It is expected to work well in cases 
where stand-off situations are examined. In these cases, the omission of the 
reactive antenna/ground interactions is not severe in terms of accuracy loss 
from the engineering application point of view. 
1.5 Outline of the thesis 
Chapter 2 gives a detailed description of the mode of operation of GPR 
systems. An overview of the different types of GPR systems is undertaken 
and the specialised GPR vocabulary is introduced. 
Chapter 3 describes the existing GPR antennas that are used in today's 
system. The antenna requirements are addressed. 
Chapter 4 presents a survey of the most popular method for electromagnetic 
field computation. An extended explanation about the finite-difference time 
domain (FDTD) method is undertaken. Absorbing boundary conditions are 
addressed and compared. Other modelling methods such as the method 
of moments (MoM) and the finite element (FE) methods are considered. 
Advantages and disadvantages of each method for GPR modelling problems 
are stated. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to the design of advanced GPR antenna systems. A 
novel skeleton resistively loaded TEM horn antenna design is presented. The 
performance of the antenna is assessed. 
Chapter 6 is a study of the mutual coupling characteristics between two TEM 
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horn antennas. A theoretical circuit model is proposed. 
Chapter 7 presents an original hybrid technique based on plane wave spec- 
tra theory to analyse GPR problems. Advantages and disadvantages of the 
method are discussed. 
Chapter 8 is the concluding part of the thesis. The overall research contri- 
bution of the PhD work is outlined. 
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Chapter 2 
Ground-penetrating radar 
2.1 Introduction 
In chapter 1, the concept of GPR has been introduced. The objective of this 
chapter is to provide more insights about the mode of operation of GPR and 
to cover the different design aspects. Some terms and jargon encountered in 
the field of GPR are also presented. 
2.2 Principle of operation 
Various types of GPR systems can be used depending on the end application. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the different type of GPR that can be found. These 
different GPR classes are described next. 
The impulse GPR 
The majority of GPR systems use impulses of electromagnetic signal and are 
consequently called impulse radars. For this sort of radar, the pulse applied to 
the transmitting antenna has usually a Gaussian form with a short duration. 
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Figure 2.1: Ground-penetrating radar design options. 
Each identical pulse is applied at equally time spaced intervals with a repeti- 
tion rate varying from one microsecond to several hundred microseconds. The 
output signal captured by the receiver is processed by an analogue-digital 
converter or a sequential sampling receiver. This procedure has the effect 
of mapping the RF signal in the nanosecond time region to its equivalent 
version in the micro or milli second time region. The modulation technique 
employed for impulse radar is based on amplitude modulation. Impulse radar 
will be covered in more detail latter in this chapter as they are the subject 
of investigation in this thesis. 
The frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW) radar 
The FMCW GPR system is based on the well-known principle that is used 
in conventional radar for air defence. The FMCW radar is based on the 
transmission of a signal with a carrier frequency that is continuously changing 
by the effect of a voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). The carrier frequency 
is varied on a repetitive basis. A mixer is used to mix the received signal 
with a sample of the transmitted waveform. Then, the mixer generates a 
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difference frequency also called "Intermediate Frequency (IF) ". The IF is 
related to the range of the target. 
The stepped-frequency radar 
A stepped-frequency radar is also called synthesised pulse radar. It transmits 
a sequential series of individual frequencies whose amplitude and phase are 
accurately known. In the time domain, this is equivalent to transmitting a 
repetitive impulsive waveform. The amplitude and phase of the received 
signal is down converted and stored. Some post processing involving a 
complex inverse Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is carried out to obtain the 
reflected signal in the time domain. 
The single frequency radar 
The single frequency radar records the amplitude and phase of the received 
signal in a plane and reconstructs an image of the radiating source. Holo- 
graphic methods can be used for reconstructing an image. 
2.3 GPR general terms and designations 
2.3.1 A-scan 
The recording of the reflected signal at a fixed position leads to a waveform 
having a amplitude variation with respect to the time (or range). This single 
waveform is referred to as an A-scan. Mathematically, we can represent a 
A-scan as a waveform w(xi, yj, t) where xi and yj are constants and t is the 
time. Figure 2.2 shows a A-scan representation. 
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2.3.2 B-scan 
A B-scan is a set of A-scans. Practically, a B-scan w(x, yj, t) is obtained by 
moving the radar along a straight line above the ground region of interest. 
Figure 2.3 shows a B-scan representation when a radar is operated above 
the ground and a buried target and moved along the x axis. As the radar 
moves closer to the target position, the reflections get stronger and take place 
at an earlier time due to shorter physical distances between the radar and 
the target. These reflections become more attenuated and later in time as 
the radar carries on and moves away from the target. By gathering a set a 
A-scans as shown in figure 2.3, we can clearly see a characteristic hyperbola 
shape, which is due to the presence of the target. 
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2.3.3 C-scan 
A C-scan w(x, y, t) is defined as a set of B-scans. It is obtained by moving 
the radar system along a regular grid at a fixed plane above the ground. A 
C-scan contains enough data to enable the three dimensional reconstruction 
of targets. A C-scan can be represented as a three dimensional image or as 
a number of two dimensional images corresponding to different depths. 
2.4 The impulse GPR 
The impulse radar has a major advantage compared to frequency domain 
radars. That is, when a time domain pulse is sent into the ground, it contains 
a spectrum with a given frequency content. The spectrum is directly linked 
to the shape and strength of the time domain pulse. That means that a broad 
range of frequencies can be sent in the ground in one go. This characteristic 
is not found in the frequency domain radars where each frequency must be 
radiated individually, one after the other. For this reason, the impulse GPR 
will be the subject of investigation in this thesis. 
So far, the impulse radar has been briefly introduced. Next, a more detailed 
description of its components and its mode of operation is undertaken. The 
general architecture of an impulse GPR is shown in figure 2.4. Transmitter, 
receiver and timing circuit are the key elements of the GPR circuit system. 
2.4.1 The transmitter 
Ultra-wideband ground-penetrating radar (UWB GPR) transmitters are cir- 
cuit devices capable of generating very short pulses of energy. They are 
characterised by their peak power and their average power. Typical short 
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of an impulse GPR. 
pulse durations are between 100 ps to 1 ns. This short pulse duration im- 
plies that impulse radars must have a peak transmitted power that is much 
greater than other conventional radars in order to generate the same amount 
of energy. The peak voltage at the output of an UWB transmitter can be 
between 1V and 200 V. 
Figure 2.5 shows the typical schematic diagram of an impulse generator. The 
device described here consists of a charging impedance, a load impedance, 
a charging capacitance and a fast switch. When the switch is opened, the 
capacitance builds up a storage of energy supplied by the source. As the 
switch is closing, the capacitance releases the energy into the circuit. By 
making the charging resistance much larger than the load resistance, most 
of the energy is released towards the load. The rapid discharge of energy 
gives rise to a short duration pulse. The duration of the discharged pulse 
is inversely proportional to the load impedance and the capacitance. Other 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram of an impulse generator. 
more complicated transmitters are derived from this simple circuit device. 
In practice, short pulses are generated periodically according to a pulse 
repetition frequency (PRF). The fast switch is an important component. 
The switch can be a step recovery diode, a vacuum tube or based on some 
other semiconductor technology. 
2.4.2 The receiver 
The GPR receiver is a more complex device than the transmitter. It comprises 
of a time varying gain (TVG), a low noise amplifier (LNA) and a sample and 
hold (S/H) circuit unit (see figure 2.6). The reflected wave captured by 
the receiving antenna is sampled and digitised by an analogue-digital (A/D) 
converter at the receiver level. The number of digitised points is usually 256 
or 512. Because the time regions of interest are of the order of several ns, 
most converters cannot cope with such high sampling rate. The solution is 
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Output 
to repeat the generation of signal according to a pulse repetition frequency 
and to sample only one digitised point in each reflected signal. By shifting 
the sampling time for the acquisition of each point, the complete reconstruc- 
tion of the received waveform can be undertaken. This method, based on 
stroboscopy, allows a conversion of the signal from the nanosecond to the 
micro or millisecond region. This is the method used in most sampling heads 
of ultra-fast oscilloscopes. 
Part of the A/D converter normally consists of an ultrahigh speed sample 
and hold S/H circuit. The diagram of a commonly used S/H circuit is 
shown in figure 2.7. It consists of a bridge of four diodes. During the hold 
mode, the reverse bias diodes prevent the input signal from conducting. The 
sampling mode is achieved by using two narrow pulses (one positive and 
one negative) that overcome the reverse bias and make the diode to conduct. 
The capacitance Cs is then charged to a voltage proportional to the input 
signal. The two narrow pulses of different sign are necessary in order to obtain 
the positive and the negative part of the signal. Typically, these pulses are 
characterised by a peak voltage of about 4V and a duration of 400 ps. The 
overall performance of the S/H circuit depends on how well balanced the 
symmetrical circuit is. 
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In general, the number of data points recorded along the time axis is 256 or 
512. The time resolution can be chosen depending on the time window of 
interest. Typical values are between 1000 ps as a maximum and 25 ps as a 
minimum. For example, with 512 data points and 25 ps time resolution, the 
total recorded time window is: 25ps x 512,12.8 ns. The resolution on the 
amplitude axis varies according to the type of converter used. For example, 
the number of amplitude positions that can be recorded is 4096 on a 12 bit 
converter and 65536 on a 16 bit converter. 
The TVG is necessary to compensate the signal attenuation caused by the 
soil. The TVG acts as some kind of weight on the reflected signal level. 
Its gives more importance to the later part of the signal, the one that has 
travelled deeper into the ground and has suffered high attenuation, so that 
the latter reflections are effectively seen at the same level. In other words, 
the TVG has the effect of bringing the deeper reflections to a level similar 
to the shallower reflections, irrespectively of attenuation. 
The weighting applied to the reflected signal needs to be chosen carefully. If 
it is too low, the sensitivity of the radar system can be reduced. On the other 
hand, if it is too large, the stronger reflections can saturate the receiver unit 
and impair the detection capability. A compromise is needed and depends 
on the application and the type of soil. 
2.4.3 Timing circuit 
In order to sample the reflected signal within the right time window, a proper 
synchronisation between the impulse generator and the receiver is necessary. 
This is undertaken by a timing circuit which, triggers the impulse generator 
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Figure 2.7: Diagram of a sample and hold circuit. 
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and operates the sampling accordingly at the receiver level. In a way, the 
timing circuit is to the GPR what a 'chef d'orchestre' is to a group of musi- 
cians. 
2.5 Signal processing aspects 
In a GPR system, the use for signal processing is necessary due to the 
vast amount of information collected by the receiver. For an UWB GPR, 
these data are obtained in the time domain and are comprised of all kinds 
of reflections coming from every piece of matter susceptible to reflecting 
EM energy. The signal processing in GPR involves interpretation of the 
information content of the received data. Therefore, being able to separate 
the target reflection from the unwanted data (clutter) is the prime goal of 
signal processing. In general, the signal processing in GPR is the same as 
the one applied in acoustic, ultra-sonic and seismic domains. 
The interpretation of the data can be undertaken with the help of different 
processing techniques. All these techniques may involve different degree 
of complexity and have different usefulness. Primarily, processing can be 
undertaken from the A-scan data. Several universally used methods are the 
DC offset removal and noise and clutter removal. 
The DC offset removal is applied on each A-scan and consists of removing a 
constant offset that may be present in the data. This procedure has the effect 
of bringing the mean value of the time domain trace to zero. The following 
simple algorithm illustrates this technique: 
IN 
it, (n) = w(n) -N w(z) (2.1) 
z-1 
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where i and n are integers, N is the number of samples per A-scan, w(n) is 
the A-scan data before DC removal, and w'(n) is the A-scan data after DC 
removal. 
The noise and clutter removal technique consists of averaging each A-scan 
point and subtracting it from the raw data. Mathematically, the procedure 
can be expressed as: 
N 
wi(n) = wi(n) - Wk (n) (2.2) 
k-1 
where K is the number of A-scans, wi(n) is the ith A-scan data before noise 
and clutter removal, and wi(n) is the ith A-scan data after noise and clutter 
removal. 
Image reconstruction of the target may be undertaken in two or three dimen- 
sions. Usually, optimum A-scan processing is not sufficient to interpret the 
data correctly and more complex processing is needed. Some processing can 
be undertaken on B-scans and C-scans. 
GPR systems performance is dependent on the projected radiated beam. 
This antenna beamwidth causes the target reflections to be smeared and, 
as a consequence, complicates the interpretation of the image. In order 
to compensate for this spatial smearing, migration techniques can be used. 
There are a number of migration techniques available to engineers. In geo- 
metrical migration, a portion of an A-scan time sample is moved or migrated 
to the curve of maximum convexity. This has the effect of correcting for the 
phase displacement of the two antennas. Using this technique, the quality of 
the GPR, images is greatly improved. 
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A deconvolution approach is usually used in order to extract the target re- 
flections from the received signal. This technique is based on the assumption 
that the received waveform is a convolution of various time domain functions. 
A mathematical representation of one A-scan [27] can be expressed as: 
w(t) = wi(t) 0 wai(t) ® w9(t) 0 wt(t) 0 WQ2(t) ® wc(t) + al(t) 
(2.3) 
where 
" wi(t) is the input pulse applied to the antenna, 
" Wal(t) is the transmitting antenna impulse response, 
" Wa2(t) is the receiving antenna impulse response, 
" w9(t) is the ground impulse response, 
" wt(t) is the target impulse response, 
" wc(t) is the mutual coupling impulse response, 
" q(t) is the noise, 
" and the symbol ® represents the convolution operator. 
All these time domain functions, except the target impulse response are 
known with more or less accuracy. Due to reciprocity principle, the impulse 
response of the transmitting and the receiving antenna are the same. The 
impulse response of the target can be determined by deconvolution of equa- 
tion 2.3. 
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2.6 Summary 
In this chapter, the modes of operation of the main GPR systems have 
been presented. We have seen that GPR as well as other type of radar 
are categorised according to the way they operate at a system level. The 
FMCW radar and the stepped-frequency radar are systems operating in the 
frequency domain. The UWB impulse radar, on the contrary, operates in 
the time domain. The UWB impulse radar, being the subject of interest 
in this thesis, has been given more detailed explanation. Its circuit unit 
incorporating transmitter, receiver and timing circuit has been presented. 
Additionally, some GPR vocabulary such as A-scan, B-scan and C-scan has 
been introduced and explained. Finally, some of the processing techniques 
employed in GPR have been introduced. 
The next chapter continues with the presentation of a key GPR component, 
which is the subject of investigation in this thesis: the antenna. 
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Chapter 3 
GPR antenna technology 
3.1 Introduction 
The antenna is a critical part of a GPR system. It dictates the GPR 
performance in its capability of detecting buried objects. The antenna is 
usually operating close to the ground. The close environment has a direct 
effect on the antenna system performance. As a consequence, the require- 
ments on the GPR antenna are somehow unique and very different from 
the ones we find in conventional antenna radar systems. One of the main 
characteristics of a GPR antenna is its ability to radiate short transient 
pulses. This feature is directly associated with its broadband capability. 
The fractional bandwidth of a GPR antenna can be as high as 160 %. (Note 
that the fractional bandwidth is defined as 2 (fmax-fmn) where fmm,, and fmax tmax+fmin) 
are the minimum and maximum frequencies of operation respectively). 
GPR antennas can be classified in several ways. The most logical approach is 
to classify the antennas according to certain performance criteria or certain 
electromagnetic behaviours. Mainly, we can outline two principal classes of 
GPR antennas, which are: the dispersive antennas and the non-dispersive 
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antennas. The non-dispersive antennas have the particularity of radiating a 
pulse that is not distorted. Conversely, the dispersive antennas do radiate 
a distorted pulse. For dispersive antennas, the dispersive effect is due to 
the frequency dependence of the wave-speed inside the antenna. When a 
time domain pulse is applied to an antenna, it contains a certain number of 
frequencies. If the antenna is dispersive, then each signal component travels 
at a speed dictated by its own frequency. Therefore, some signal frequency 
travel faster than others and this results in a distorted radiated pulse in the 
time domain. 
GPR antennas have been classified in [27] according the antenna properties 
such as element antennnas, frequency independent antennas and travelling 
wave antennas. Element antennas are antennas characterised by low direc- 
tivity and a limited bandwidth of operation. They are usually used close to 
the ground due to their poor directivity. The term frequency independent 
refers to the following idea: the dimension of the antenna and the frequency 
of operation can be scaled without altering the electromagnetic properties of 
the antenna [103]. Frequency independent antennas are also called frequency 
scaled antennas. Generally, they have geometries entirely defined by angles 
and obey the truncation principle, i. e. the current at the end of the antenna is 
null. Travelling wave antennas are antennas with a length which is sufficiently 
long enough to enable an electromagnetic wave to travel along the structure 
while being radiated. Usually, travelling wave antennas are ultra-wideband 
and have the ability to propagate very short pulses. 
In this section, some of the most popular GPR antenna shapes are presented. 
The objective here is not to give an exhaustive review, but to present the main 
characteristics and requirements of GPR antennas that we find in today's 
system. 
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3.2 GPR antenna requirements 
The antennas for ground-penetrating radar have specifications very different 
from other conventional radars. GPR systems usually have electrically small 
antennas in order to facilitate portability. As a consequence, the antennas 
exhibit relatively low gain. However, GPR antennas have a large bandwidth 
of operation. Typically, they have a domain of operation ranging from a few 
hundred of MHz to 4.5 GHz or more. 
Typically, GPR operations involve short range detection. Therefore, the 
time difference between the moment the initial pulse is transmitted and 
the moment the first reflections are hitting back the antenna system is 
small. This means that a single antenna would not be able to transmit 
and receive the EM signal, even if the transmitted pulse has a very short 
duration. Additionally, the use of a single antenna requires an ultra-fast 
transmit /receive switch that protects the receiver from high level transmit- 
ted signals. Even though, such switches can be found, their performance 
is not satisfactory enough for use in a GPR system. For all these reasons, 
most GPR systems are equipped with two separate antennas to transmit and 
receive EM signals. Usually, both transmitting and receiving antennas are 
identical. 
The choice of antenna is dependent on the type of the target to be detected 
and the type of radar system. In the case of impulse radars, the antennas 
must have the ability to radiate and receive fast electromagnetic transients. 
The internal electromagnetic ringing of the antenna must be at a level suffi- 
ciently low so that the reflections of targets are not being overshadowed. Wu 
and King [127] have been the first to introduce the use of resistive loading to 
improve significantly the unwanted ringing of a dipole antenna. Since then, 
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Figure 3.1: Some typical time domain waveforms with their associated fre- 
quency spectrums. 
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resistive loading has been widely used on different antenna shapes [76,84]. 
The resistive loading makes the antenna very lossy and as a consequence, 
there is a significant drop in antenna gain. However, because gain is not the 
primary issue, this design technique is very valuable in achieving broadband 
performance. 
Another important requirement concerns the weight and size of the antennas. 
For ease of utilisation, the antennas need to be light and small. Additionally, 
the cost is usually a serious issue for GPR antenna designers. 
The mutual coupling between the transmitting and the receiving antenna 
is a critical factor in the performance of the GPR system. The amount of 
signal passing directly from the transmitter to the receiver must be as low 
as possible for the target reflections not to be masked. One possibility is 
to separate the antennas far enough in order to obtain satisfactory isolation. 
However, while this can be done on simple systems at the expense of size and 
weight, this is not practical for advanced systems based on array technology. 
The prediction of mutual coupling is therefore crucial in GPR antenna design 
and is the subject of investigation in chapter 6. 
Some time domain waveforms with their associated frequency spectrums are 
shown in figure 3.1. These types of signals are usually encountered in the 
GPR field. The Gaussian waveform has a frequency spectrum with a peak 
value at DC (infinitely small frequency). This pulse is commonly applied to 
the transmitting antenna feed point. It can be noted that because a DC signal 
do not propagate, the shape of a radiated waveform cannot be Gaussian. The 
second and the third derivative Gaussian waveforms have spectrums with 
peak values at some finite non zero frequencies. These types of waveforms 
can propagate and are the ones commonly radiated by GPR antennas. 
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3.3 GPR antennas 
3.3.1 The bow-tie antenna 
The solid bow-tie antenna is a very popular GPR structure due to its simpli- 
city and its relatively ultra-wideband characteristics. The first comprehensive 
investigation on the bow-tie antenna was carried out by Brown and Woodward 
in 1952 [15]. Since then, the bow-tie antenna was not given much attention 
until the nineties when various studies have been reported. 
Shown in figure 3.2 (a) is a solid bow-tie antenna. The radiation pattern and 
the input impedance of the bow-tie antenna are affected by the flare angle. 
Increasing the flare angle of the bow-tie has the effect of reducing the peak 
value of the input resistance and input reactance of the antenna. The flare 
angle can be adjusted to control the radiation pattern of the antenna and to 
obtain maximum radiation towards the ground [72]. It was shown that for a 
typical bow-tie antenna, the current is mostly flowing along the edges of the 
bow-tie [70]. 
In an attempt to improve the antenna broadband characteristics, different 
design variants can be adopted. Among them are the ones using resistive 
loading, ferrite and microwave absorbers. Figure 3.2 (b) shows a possible 
configuration of a resistively loaded bow-tie antenna. Resistive loading has 
been considered by Shlager [111] to optimise the pulse radiation of a bow-tie 
antenna. 
The bow-tie antenna is omnidirectional in the symmetry plane. Hence, it is 
very sensitive to external electromagnetic interference in receive mode due 
to its ultra-wideband characteristic. In order to prevent or at least reduce 
possible interference, a shield is usually placed around the antenna. Apart 
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(a) Solid bow-tie antenna. (b) Resistively loaded bow-tie antenna. 
Figure 3.2: Diagrams of various bow-tie designs. 
from protecting the antenna from interference, the shield is also useful in 
protecting the antenna from damage during the detection operation. Some 
work about the influence of the shielding of the bow-tie antenna has been 
reported in [70]. It was shown that the shield introduces a cavity resonance 
in the input impedance of the antenna and that this resonance is likely to 
be a problem affecting the overall GPR system performance. However, with 
the use of RAM between the antenna and the shield as shown in figure 3.3, 
some resonance can be suppressed while making the antenna unidirectional. 
Cavities with inner walls partially or fully coated with ferrite have been 
investigated by [89] (see figure 3.4). Despite the expectation that the ferrite 
would improve the antenna performance due to their wideband absorption 
properties, it was found that the electric current flowing on the outer faces of 
the cavity increases by coating the inner faces with ferrite. As a result, the 
ferrite coating has the effect of increasing backward radiation and degrading 
the electromagnetic isolation of the antenna. 
The design of a transmit /receive pair of bow-tie monopole antennas filled 
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Figure 3.3: Arrangement of a transmit /receive bow-tie antenna pair with a 
shield and some absorbing material. 
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Figure 3.4: Bow-tie antenna surrounded by a metallic shield with some ferrite 
coated inner walls. 
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Figure 3.5: A transmit /receive monopole bow-tie design using absorber. 
with a broadband absorber as shown in figure 3.5 has been undertaken by 
Eide [32]. The absorber is inserted between the bow-tie plate and the ground 
plane so as to introduce some loss loading on the antenna. This has the 
effect of suppressing the surface current towards the end of the bow-tie. It 
was reported that this design approach makes the antenna input impedance 
mostly unaffected by the ground properties above a certain cut-off frequency. 
Some parametric studies undertaken by Brown et al [15] showed that the 
unipolar bow-tie antenna exhibits generally better broadband features than 
the cylindrical monopole antenna, but poorer than the conical antenna. 
3.3.2 The conical and biconical antennas 
The conical antenna has a shape, which is invariant to a scale change, and it 
belongs to the class of frequency independent antennas. The infinitely long 
conical antenna guides a pulse without distortion and without reflections 
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Figure 3.6: The conical antenna. 
along its length. In practice, the conical antenna has a finite length and 
reflections do occur at the end of the antenna. The geometry of the conical 
antenna is entirely defined by the cone angle and the total length of the 
antenna. Figure 3.6 shows a general representation of the conical antenna. 
The biconical antenna consists of two conical antennas placed symmetri- 
cally along their principal axis and fed at the same point as shown in figure 
3.7. Work on conical and biconical antennas have been reported by various 
sources [15,76,106] . 
Similarly to the bow-tie antenna, the cone angle has a critical effect on the 
input impedance of the antenna. Generally, as the cone angle increases, 
the amplitude of the resistance and the reactance variations decreases. It 
was shown in [15] that the resistance and reactance fluctuations are greater 
with the triangular unipolel than with the conical antenna for the same cone 
'The triangular unipole antenna consists of one part (or one half) of the bow-tie antenna 
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Figure 3.7: The biconical antenna with (a) equal and (b) unequal cone angles. 
angle. Moreover, for a given cone angle, the peak resistance value of the 
conical antenna is considerably lower than the peak resistance value of the 
triangular antenna. As a rule of thumb, the input impedance of the biconical 
antenna is very slowly varying with frequency for a broad frequency range 
when the cone angle exceeds 40 degrees. 
Biconical antenna with unequal cone angles as shown in figure 3.7 (b) have 
been reported in [106]. The cone angles of the antenna are adjusted so that 
most power is radiated in the desired direction. Usually, maximum radiation 
occurs along the cone with smaller cone angle. 
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Figure 3.8: The Vivaldi antenna. 
3.3.3 The Vivaldi antenna 
The Vivaldi antenna was first introduced by Gibson [45] in 1979. It is a 
frequency independent antenna and consists of a travelling wave slot antenna 
having an exponentially tapered shape. The antenna is usually fed by a strip 
line running below the plates as shown in figure 3.8. The strip line is used 
to create a TEM slot at the starting point of the diverging guiding plates. 
The antenna has a end-fire characteristic and is usually made on a dielectric 
substrate. 
The Vivaldi antenna has a significant gain and linear polarisation. Gain 
value of 10 dBi with -20 dB sidelobe level over a wide frequency band from 
2 to 40 GHz have been reported [45]. Moreover, constant gain characteristics 
can be achieved over frequency. 
The performance of the antenna is dependent on the dimensions, the rate 
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of divergence of the two conducting plates, and the thickness and dielectric 
constant of the substrate. Due to its exponential profile, the Vivaldi antenna 
has a long electrical length compared to its actual physical size. Compact 
antenna designs are therefore possible without compromising too much the 
gain characteristics. 
Further information concerning the Vivaldi antenna can be found in [74,112]. 
3.3.4 The spiral antenna 
The spiral antenna is a frequency independent antenna. Many variants of 
this type of antenna exist. The arms making up the spirals can follow an 
equiangular [93] or Archimedian shape. Figure 3.9 shows the geometry of a 
4 arm equiangular spiral antenna and a2 arm Archimedian spiral antenna. 
These structures are usually excited at the arm starting point in the center 
of the spiral. Left hand or right hand circular polarisation can be achieved 
by applying the appropriate phase shift between the arms at the feed point. 
A small number of turns between 1 or 1.25 can be sufficient to obtain an 
appropriate radiation pattern. 
The distinctive property of radiating circular polarisation makes the spiral 
antenna attractive for the detection of mines that have cylindrical shapes. 
However, the phase center of the spiral antenna changes with the frequency 
of operation and the spiral antenna is well-known for being dispersive. The 
transient current flows along each of the spiral arm with little attenuation 
until the diameter of the spiral is in the region of one wavelength [93]. 
At this point, most of the power of this frequency component is radiated. 
As a consequence, high frequency components are radiated first while low 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.9: The equiangular (a) and the archimedian (b) spiral antennas. 
frequency components are radiated last leading to a dispersive radiated field. 
Due to its dispersive property, the spiral antenna is usually used within a 
stepped-frequency radar system where the dispersion can be corrected by 
deconvolution of the antenna response. 
Planar and non-planar structures can be derived. The non-planar structures 
like the conical spiral antenna [80] have usually unidirectional properties 
while planar structures have bidirectional properties. 
Planar structures can however be made unidirectional by placing a metal 
plate behind the antenna. The metal plate acts as a reflector. This approach 
is not very attractive for two reasons. First, the isolation between a transmit 
and receive pair is relatively poor because the plate needs to be of significant 
size. Secondly, it limits the frequency bandwidth. Another way to achieve 
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uni directionality on planar structure is by using cavity backing. This design 
approach has however its drawbacks. One of them is directly linked to the 
cut-off frequency of the circular guide defining the cavity. If the cavity 
and the spiral antenna have the same diameter, then the cut-off frequency 
of the structure is determined by the cavity, not by the antenna. The 
cut-off frequency of the cavity can be lowered by filling the cavity with 
dielectric material. However, this approach is not attractive as it would 
imply significant extra weight. Iwasaki et al. [55] have considered placing a 
cylindrical waveguide behind the spiral antenna. The cylindrical waveguide 
has the same diameter as the spiral antenna and is terminated by a matched 
load. Usually RAM placed behind the antenna is a solution. However, the 
dispersive property of the spiral antenna prohibits its application in impulse 
system. This statement is also valid for other frequency independent anten- 
nas such as the log-periodic antenna [4]. 
3.3.5 The TEM horn antenna 
The TEM horn antenna consists of two metallic plates diverging from a 
feeding point. The structure is derived from the conventional horn structure. 
It is effectively a horn for which, the side walls have been removed. As 
a consequence, the TEM horn antenna does support a TEM mode wave 
between the two metallic plates, hence its name TEM horn. This implies 
that the infinite TEM horn antenna does not have any cut-off frequency. In 
practice, the lower cut-off frequency is limited by the finite dimensions of the 
antenna. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the geometry of a horn and TEM horn 
respectively. 
The TEM horn is a very attractive structure for an impulse radar. It is non 
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Figure 3.10: The horn antenna. 
dispersive, directive and can have ultra-wideband properties. It is usually 
fed by a parallel plate line. The structure requires the use of a balun. A 
great difficulty is to design a balun that is broadband enough to be used in 
radar system requiring an ultra-wide bandwidth [40]. 
Ultra-wideband properties of a TEM horn can be achieved in different ways. 
One can use resistive loading: this will be the subject of investigation in 
chapter 5. Alternatively, one can taper the width of the plates along the 
length of the horn [18,116]. The variation of the width implies a change of 
characteristic impedance between the antenna plates. By a careful design, the 
characteristic impedance can be tapered from 50 Il, at the feeding point, to 
377 SZ, the free space impedance, at the antenna end. The smooth variation 
of impedance along the antenna has then the effect of minimising the inter- 
nal reflections. Other ultra-wideband design possibilities include filling the 
TEM horn with dielectric material [108,129]. The dielectric filling gives the 
possibility of reducing the antenna size (in its longitudinal length) without 
degrading the directivity. 
3.3.6 The impulse radiating antenna (IRA) 
The impulse radiating antenna has been introduced by Baum and Farr [9] 
who have undertaken extensive research on defining its properties. The im- 
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Figure 3.11: The TEM horn antenna. 
pulse radiating antenna consists of a parabolic reflector which, is fed with a 
conical TEM feed. Figure 3.12 shows the geometry of such an antenna. For 
the frequencies of operation used in GPR (i. e.: from a few MHz to a few 
GHz), typical sizes of the IRA are one or two metres in diameter. 
The IRA is an ultra-wideband and non dispersive antenna. It is usually used 
for the radiation of short pulses for large distances due to its high directive 
properties. A distinctive feature of this antenna is that the time domain far 
field response is characterised by a pre-pulse before the main pulse [38]. The 
pre-pulse is due to the direct radiation of energy emanating backwards from 
the feeding structure and reaching a given point in the far field before the 
main pulse. The time delay between the start of the pre-pulse and the start 
of the main pulse can be easily calculated. The main pulse needs to travel 
an extra distance of 2F compared to the most direct radiation. Therefore, 
the time delay is 2F where F is the focal length of the reflector and c is the 
speed of light in free space. 
At late times or (low frequencies), the antenna is dominated by electric and 
magnetic dipole moments [6]. The magnetic dipole moments are associated 
with currents flowing around the loop defined by the feed and reflector. With 
an appropriate matching circuit placed between the feed and the reflector, 
late time antenna oscillations can be reduced. An ideal matching circuit 
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Figure 3.12: The impulse radiating antenna. 
would comprised a resistance at low frequencies to suppress oscillation and 
lower block impedance for high frequencies to enhance the rise time of the 
main pulse. 
3.4 Resistive loading 
Resistive loading has been mentioned several times already in this thesis, as 
being a great means of reducing antenna ringing. In this section, a more 
detailed explanation is undertaken. 
Consider a dipole antenna which, is driven at its centre by an impulse voltage. 
Providing that the dipole is sufficiently long, the impulse excitation voltage 
has the effect of generating a travelling-wave current running along each arm 
of the dipole. As the travelling-wave current reaches the end of the antenna, 
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the wave is reflected and travels back towards the antenna feed point. At 
the antenna feed point itself, the wave is reflected another time and travel 
back along the antenna towards the end point. This process of successive 
reflections continues until the strength of the current is fully dissipated from 
ohmic losses. The multiple reflections of current are undesirable in a GPR 
system as they might overshadow returns of a target. This phenomenon is 
usually referred to as internal ringing of the antenna. 
In 1961, Altshuler [1] demonstrated that a travelling wave exists on a dipole 
with lumped resistances which are located a quarter of a wavelength from 
the ends of the dipole. Due to the fact that the resistance location is directly 
dependent on the wavelength of operation, this antenna was not broadband. 
In an attempt to obtain some bandwidth, Wu and King [127] introduced a 
tapered resistive profile on a dipole antenna. The resistances are progres- 
sively increased along the length of the dipole. This resistive profile is now 
well-known and has been extensively used since. It is referred to as the Wu 
and King profile. 
For a dipole of length 2h and radius a, the Wu and King profile states that 
the distributed resistance r(s) at a distance s from the driving point is: 
r(s) = 
r(O) h (3.1) 
h-s 
where r(O) is the resistance at the centre of the dipole and is given by: 
r(0) =2 
it 
h 
Re [(D] (3.2) 
rho is the intrinsic impedance of free space and 1 is given by: 
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qlw 
=2 sink-1 
h- 
C(2ka, 2kh) -j S(2ka, 2kh) a 
-I- ý 
(1 - exp{-12 k h}) 
where k is the free space wavenumber and the C and S functions are: 
(a, X) = 
1 -cos 
Vu2+a2 
du Jo 
u2 
-+a2 
Sax 
X sin u2 + a2 du Jo 
u2 +a2 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
The resistive loading has the effect of damping the travelling-wave current 
flowing along the antenna, hence reducing reflections from the ends of the 
antenna. 
The use of resistive loading implies some undesirable characteristics such 
as, significantly lower efficiency and directivity for the antenna. Taking the 
efficiency for example, the figure can drop from 100% to 50% or less. It is 
thought however, that broadband characteristics and low internal ringing in 
the antenna are more crucial requirements than efficiency. 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, an overview of GPR antennas has been given together with 
the design requirements. The characteristics of different antenna types have 
been presented. We have seen that there are a few generic shapes that can 
be used to define the geometry of the antenna. However, from these generic 
shapes, there are many design variations that can be used. GPR antennas 
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are usually broadband, but, not directive. The most directive antennas are 
the TEM horn antenna, the Vivaldi antenna and the IRA. The design of a 
stand-off system would have to use any of these three antenna types. 
The next chapter concerns the simulation tools employed in antenna design. 
The most popular numerical electromagnetic methods are introduced and 
their suitability for solving GPR problems are assessed. 
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Chapter 4 
Numerical modelling of GPR 
antennas 
4.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter has been devoted to the presentation and description 
of the most popular GPR antenna structures. Usually, the design of GPR 
antennas can be undertaken in two different ways. One way is to use em- 
pirical methods and process to a series of trials to achieve the desired design 
goals. The other way is to use simulation tools to predict the performance 
of the antenna under investigation. Ideally, the second way is the preferred 
one as it has the following advantages. First, it provides some insight to the 
designer about the electromagnetic field behaviour. And secondly, it allows 
the investigation of many antenna configurations without making any hard- 
ware. 
The objective of this chapter is to review the main numerical electromagnetic 
methods. The finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method, the method of 
moment (MoM) and the finite element method (FEM) which are probably 
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the most popular EM techniques, are assessed in terms of their suitability 
to solve GPR antenna problems. Additionally, optimisation tools such as 
genetic algorithms and gradient methods are introduced as they can play a 
significant role in achieving better antenna designs. 
4.2 The FDTD method 
4.2.1 The FDTD concept 
The FDTD method is a remarkably robust electromagnetic prediction tech- 
nique [115]. FDTD simulates the behaviour of electromagnetic field inter- 
actions in space and time. The Maxwell's equations are solved in their 
differential forms in a time-marching procedure. Space and time are dis- 
cretised in such a way to obtain accurate data sampling and system stability. 
Electric and magnetic components are interleaved in space. Permittivity and 
permeability values are assigned to each electric and magnetic component 
respectively. The material properties can be interpreted as local coefficients 
for the FDTD algorithm. 
At each time-step, the field quantities are updated by a direct implementa 
tion of the Maxwell's equations. Each field update requires the knowledge of 
previous field quantities implying fulfilment of time causality. 
The time-stepping is continued until the desired late-time response or steady- 
state is observed. The computer storage and running time is proportional to 
the number of cells used and to the number of time-steps required. 
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4.2.2 Maxwell's equations 
The Maxwell's equations for a source free volume of space having time in- 
dependent constitutive electrical parameters can be written in the following 
form, 
H-lVxE--H 
(4.1) 
at pP aE 
- 
lV 
x H- -E (4.2) at fE 
where 
"E is the electric field vector in V/m, 
"H is the magnetic field vector in A/m, 
"E is the electric permittivity in F/m, 
"p is the magnetic permeability in H/m, 
"a is the electrical conductivity in S/m, 
" is the equivalent magnetic resistivity in Il/m, 
"t is the time in s. 
By expanding the equations 4.1 and 4.2, the following system of six coupled 
partial differential equations can be derived: 
aHH 1 aEy 
- 
aEz 
- o, *Hx (4.3) at az ay 
ally 1 aEz 
- 
aEx 
- *Hy (4.4) at p ax az 
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aHz 1 Mx 
at -µ ay 
öEi' 
x1 
aHz 
at -E ay 
aEy 1 OH., 
at f az 
aEz I aHy 
at -E ax 
OH, 
- crE, z (4.8) ay 
4.2.3 The Yee algorithm - Basic FDTD theory 
According to the notation given by Yee [130], a point of space in a rectangular 
lattice is denoted as, 
(i, J, k) = (iAx, jLy, kLz), 
and a function of space and time as, 
F(i/ x, jt y, kAz, nAt), 
where Ax, Ay and Az are the space increments in the x, y and z directions 
respectively, At is the time increment and i, j, k and n are integers. 
The differential scheme adopted by Yee is based on central differences for 
space and time. It is also referred to as the "leap-frog" algorithm. The 
space and time derivatives have a second-order accuracy in space and time 
increments and are denoted as follows: 
- 
My 
- *H (4.5) ax 
- 
aHy 
Oz - oE, 
(4.6) 
OH, (4.7) - äx - oEY 
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aFn(i, j, k) 
ax 
aFn(i, j, k) 
at 
n(- +2ij, k) Fn(2 2' 
j, k) 
LX + O(0x2)1 
Fn+2 (1J, k) 
- 
F' 4(i,. ý, k) 
+ O(At2). 
At 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
For consistency with the expressions given by the central scheme, the sam- 
pling of the field components is undertaken according to the so-called Yee 
cell shown in figure 4.1. Within the Yee cell, the electric and magnetic field 
components are separated in space by half a space increment and in time 
by half a time-step. The electric field is located on the edge of the cell for 
convenience because boundary conditions are usually more common on the 
electric field than on the magnetic field. 
Discretising the equations 4.3,4.4,4.5,4.6,4.7 and 4.8 according to the 
central scheme and assuming that the same space increment is used in the 
x, y and z directions, leads to the following FDTD equations: 
ný 1 ýr in n+ 2_ n+ 2 n+ 2_ 
n+ 2 F'x I 
i, j, k = Cid 
I 
i,. 7, k 
j''x 
i, 1k 
+ Cb I i,. 7, k 
(HzI, 
+, k z 
In 
z, l -2k+ 
Hy I 
i,. l, k- 2 
Hy I 
i,. l, ký' 2 /J 
(4.11) 
n} 1n ný- 2 n+ 2 n-ý n+ 2 Egli k= CalijkEyli k+ cbliýk 
(HxI,, k+ -H+- HzI 1 ,. 7, j' '2i , 3, k-2 2ßk ti+2, ß, k 
(4.12) 
7L+ 1% 7i r 
n+ n+ 2 n+ 2 ý 
i, J, k -`a 
Ii 
jrký! 
`", 
Iso, 
k 
+Cb li, 
J, k 
(Hyik 
ýy l2- 
1>k 
ýx lip 
-l rk 222 
_ 
In+2 Hx 
ti, 7+2k/ 
(4.13) 
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Figure 4.1: The Yee cell. 
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where Ca 1 ij, k _ 
a i, At 
2et, j, k 
1+ O'ij, k 
lt 
2E=, 
J, ic 
At 
and Cb l i, j, k 
E=, J, k 
A 
= 
1+ At 2Ei j (4.14) 
n+ n- 2nH2n 
in 
n HX 
i, j, k - La xl iß. 1 k+ 
Db 
(EYtk+1 
_E yl Z, Jk-2 
Ezlij-?, 
k 
n+2 n-z In n In HYIi, 
ý, k 
- Da HYli, j, k 
+ Db 
(EZI,, 
k -E, 
12_2 
, 7, 
k 
+ Eý I 
i, 1, k- 2 
zIn. z,. -ßz, k/J 
(4.15) 
- 
ELI n 
k+- 
(4.16) 
Hzl i, 
n+ I n-1 
j, k - DaHzl i, j, k + Db 
(EX+1k 
- ExIi, j-2, 
+ EyI i l, ý, k 
EyI 
+1, ý, 
) 
k 22 / 
(4.17) 
1_ __ 1, k of 2N'ý, 1. k where Da I E, j, k =1Q, of + h1, k 2, 'i, j, k 
ILt 
µi, j, k 0 
and Dbla, j, k = 1 or At ij, i, + 
2µi, j, k (4.18) 
Each field component is dependent on its previous value and on the previous 
values of adjacent field components. Therefore, the FDTD equations depicted 
in 4.11,4.12,4.13,4.15,4.16 and 4.17 can be solved iteratively provided that 
some initial field values are known. 
The derivation of the FDTD equations presented in this section are based on 
the curl Maxwell's equations. However, it can be shown that the divergence 
Maxwell's equations are embedded in the FDTD formulation. 
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4.2.4 FDTD stability 
It is necessary for the FDTD algorithm that the space increments Lex, Ay 
and Liz and the time increment At have some relationship in order to 
prevent numerical instabilities. The stability condition ensures that the finite 
increments can cope with the field variation within the FDTD space. 
The Courant stability condition [115] for linear, isotropic and homogeneous 
media can be written as: 
At <_ 
1 
C (ßx)2 
+ 
(Dy)2 
+ 
(ýzý2 
where c is the speed of light. 
4.2.5 Numerical dispersion 
(4.19) 
In free space, plane waves propagate at the same speed independently of 
the frequency. However, in an FDTD grid it is not the case as dispersion 
effects are present. Numerical dispersion in FDTD is due to the discrete 
characterisation of space and time. 
The numerical dispersion equation is given by [115]: 
I wAt 
21 (kxAx)]2 1 kyL Y21 
cpt 
sin - Ax sin 2+ Ay sin 2+ Az 
where w is the angular frequency of the wave and c the speed of light. 
sin 
k, Az 2 
2 
(. 0) 
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As the space and time increments tend towards zero, equation 4.20 reduces 
to the continuous dispersion relationship 4.21. 
(W)2 
=k+ ky + kz (4.21) 
4.2.6 Absorbing boundary conditions 
In a FDTD simulation, limits of the investigated region of space must be set. 
For the case of unbounded problems (such as GPR problems), these limits 
have to be transparent to any outgoing waves otherwise some reflections from 
the truncation planes would corrupt the field computation inside the FDTD 
space. As a consequence, absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs) are usually 
implemented to terminate the FDTD region. 
ABCs have been the scope of intensive research. Among the different types 
of ABCs that have been developed, some of the most popular are the Mur's 
ABCs [86], the Liao's ABCs [73] and the more recent Berenger's perfectly 
matched layer (PML) [11]. Some comparison studies between the Mur's and 
the PML ABC have been undertaken in [99]. In this section, the performance 
of the Mur's and the Liao's ABC are compared for a two dimensional FDTD 
problem. 
The Mur's absorbing boundary conditions 
The Mur's ABC is a one way-operator. The principle of the Mur's ABC is 
to enforce the wave equation at the FDTD limits. Consider the following 
operators defined as: 
Dx= 
a; 
Dy= 
a; 
Dt= 
a 
(4.22) 
Ox ay at 
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Engquist and Majda [34] have shown that a plane wave propagating towards 
a left x boundary at any angle is absorbed by enforcing the following wave 
equation at the truncation plane: 
Dt 
1-52 =0 
c 
(4.23) 
where c is the speed of the wave function 4 and S an operator defined as: 
c 
(4.24) 
The Mur's ABC can be derived by approximating the square-root function 
in (4.23) with a Taylor series. The first order approximation is obtained by 
retaining only one term of the series. 
1-S2.: Zý 1 (4.25) 
The first order Mur's ABC equation can then be written as: 
a« l alo 
ax - at -0 (4.26) 
For the second order Mur's ABC, we consider two-term Taylor series to 
approximate the square-root function in (4.23). 
1- S2 1-1 S2 
2 
(4.27) 
The second order Mur's ABC equation can then be written as: 
02ýD 
_1 
a2ý +C a2ý =o (4.28) axat C at2 2 ay2 
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The first order Mur's ABC is suitable for very small values of S, or equiva- 
lently, for plane waves normally incident on the truncation plane. The second 
approximation remains useful for larger values of S, permitting the absorp- 
tion of plane waves impinging the truncation plane at other angles. 
The Liao's absorbing boundary conditions 
The Liao's ABC are based on an extrapolation of present and past field data 
along a line normal to the artificial boundary. The extrapolation method is 
based on polynomial fitting. It can be shown that, for a plane wave travelling 
toward ax= const boundary, the Nth order Liao's ABC can be written as: 
N 
e (x, t+ At) _ 
ý(-1)3+iCNT]' 
. U2j+i (x) (4.29) 
j-1 
where U2j+1 (x) is a vector of the interior field components given by 
U2j+1(x) =[ 1(X)1'D2(x), .... 
(D23+1(x), 
t (4.30) 
and T3 is a tensor for extrapolation of field data and is given as 
Tj'-1 00 
T' = T' 0 Tj-1 0 (4.31) 
00 Tj-1 
where T1 is expressed as 
T T'= 
[(2_ ____ -s)ý s(2 - s), 
s(s-1) 
92 
(4.32) 
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with 
COt 
Ax 
(4.33) 
The Nth order approximation requires (2N+1) interior field components. As 
a consequence, three interior field components are needed for the first order 
approximation, and five interior field components are needed for the second 
order approximation. 
The performance of the Mur's and Liao's ABC have been tested for a two 
dimensional FDTD problem. Figure 4.2 presents some comparative data for 
the absorption level of these ABCs. Within the 100 cell square FDTD domain 
containing free space, a Gaussian input signal is applied to an infinitely long 
line source at node (50,50). The time domain field is recorded at node (60,50) 
for all time-steps. For this particular problem, the Mur's ABC of the first 
order provide around 20 dB of absorption, and the second order of Mur and 
Liao provide around 40 dB of absorption. Although the Liao's ABC have 
similar absorption level to the Mur's, they appear to be slightly better as 
they make the reflections to decrease more rapidly. 
The perfectly matched layer 
The more recent PML ABC introduced by Berenger are based on the use of 
absorbing layer truncating the FDTD space. PML can provide absorption 
level better than 80 dB [11]. The layer is designed in such a way to absorb in 
an exponential manner the outgoing waves through some resistive medium. 
The thickness of the layer is important. The thicker, the better the absorp- 
tion. However, the computational requirement increases dramatically with 
the thickness of the PML layer and in many cases, the use of PML may not 
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Figure 4.2: Absorbing boundary condition performance. 
be the best choice. 
4.2.7 Advantages and disadvantages of FDTD for GPR 
antenna design 
The strengths of FDTD for GPR antenna design can be described as follows: 
" FDTD can be implemented in one, two or three dimensions. 
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" No matrix storage is required. The field is computed by directly solving 
the Maxwell's equations time-step after time-step. 
" The FDTD method is a full wave method (full solutions of Maxwell's 
equations). 
" The method is intuitive. As the FDTD computations are made in 
the time domain, more insights of the physical understanding of the 
problem are provided. 
" FDTD is a time domain method suitable for transient problems. A 
broadband result can be obtained in one run. 
" Arbitrary material can be distributed with no extra computation. For 
example, modelling a ground represented as a multi-layer dielectric 
requires no more computation time than modelling a ground repre- 
sented as a uniform dielectric. 
" Embedded dielectrics of finite size can be modelled easily. 
The disadvantages of FDTD for GPR antenna design can be described as 
follows: 
" Resolving small parts of the antenna or small parts of the target requires 
the use of a small cell size. In the basic FDTD method, the same cell 
size must be used throughout the region of interest. Therefore, the 
air and the ground are also modelled with a fine mesh even though 
they do not need such a fine resolution. In most cases, this leads to an 
enormous number of cells and makes the problem unsolvable because 
the computation time and the memory requirements are too large. 
" One well known characteristic of the FDTD method is the staircase 
approximation of the structure to be analysed, due to the cubic shape 
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of the cell. The staircase approximation can make the modelling of 
complex antenna shapes difficult. As a rule of thumb, at least 30 
cells per wavelength are necessary for modelling the curved surfaces 
accurately. The number of cells needed can then be large and again, 
the cost on the memory and the computation time is heavy. 
" The absorbing boundary conditions needs to be modified to model the 
air-ground interface and the ground region. 
4.3 The MoM 
4.3.1 The concept 
The MoM is a frequency domain technique where, the entire structure to 
model is broken down into wires or metal plates [48]. Each wire is subdivided 
into segments that are smaller than one tenth of the wavelength. Similarly, 
each metal plate is subdivided into surface patches with dimensions smaller 
than one tenth of the wavelength. This is to ensure accurate computation 
of the current flowing in each wire and each surface patch. The structure 
is then excited by a travelling plane wave or by a voltage source on one of 
the wire segments. The MoM is a procedure by which the unknown currents 
flowing on the structure are determined. Once the currents are known, then 
the electromagnetic field can be computed at any point of space by summing 
up all the contributions from all wires and all surface patches defining the 
structure. 
4.3.2 Basic theory 
Most electromagnetic problems lead to a linear system of equations, which 
cannot be solved analytically. The Method of Moments is a general numerical 
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technique that is used to solve linear equations. For the sake of simplicity, 
the method will be introduced by referring to the following inhomogeneous 
equation: 
, Cu =g 
where 
"C is a linear operator, 
"g is a known excitation, 
" and u is the field solution to be determined. 
(4.34) 
The Method of Moments is based on the following idea: the field quantity u 
can be approximated by a series of functions ul, u2, u3 ... in the domain of 
,C such as: 
u=Eanun 
n 
(4.35) 
where the a, z are constants. The functions u,, are called basis or expansion 
functions. Substituting 4.35 into 4.34 leads to the following equation: 1 
I: 
an£un -9 
n 
(4.36) 
The next step is to define a set of weighting or testing functions wl, w2, w3 ... 
in the range of C and take the inner product of 4.36 with each w,,,,,. This 
operation yields to the following equation: 
>ün(Wm, CUn) :_ (Wm 
19) 
(4.37) 
n 
with m=1,2,3.... Equation 4.37 can be written in matrix form as: 
[lmn] [anI = [9m] (4.38) 
'This is using the linearity of the operator C. 
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where 
(wl, r u1) (W1,, C u2) ... 
[lmn] _ (w2, ,C ui) 
(w2, L u2) ... 
(4.39) 
al 
[an] = a2 (4.40) 
(wi, g)) 
[gm] = (w2, g)) (4.41) 
If an inverse of [lm, n] exists, then equation 4.38 can be written in the form: 
[an] = [lmnl -1 [gm] (4.42) 
The coefficients al, a2 ... are 
determined by solving equation 4.42. This 
requires inverting the matrix [lmn]. The field solution is then determined 
with equation 4.35. The matrix inversion procedure can be carried out with 
a Gauss-Jordan reduction method. 
It is essential to select the u functions in such a way that the solution 
can be represented as closely as possible. The choice of the u.,, and w, -, is 
particularly important as they will affect the accuracy of the solution, the 
ease of evaluation of the matrix element and the size of the matrix to be 
inverted. If the testing and expansion functions are chosen to be the same 
(i. e.: w= un), then the procedure is referred to as the Galerkin's method. 
This method has been extensively used in electromagnetics and is found to 
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yield accurate results with rapid convergence. 
A special case of the Method of Moments is when the equation 4.42 is enforced 
at discrete points in the region of interest. This technique is referred to as 
Point Matching and is equivalent to choosing Dirac delta functions as testing 
functions. 
In order to approximate the solution u, one can use basis functions u, each of 
which, exists only over subsections of the domain of u. Each ate,, then affects 
the approximation of u over a subsection of the region of interest. This 
technique is referred to as the Method of Subsections. The most common 
sub-sectional basis functions are: 
i pulse functions, 
ii triangle functions, 
iii piecewise sinusoid, 
iv truncated cosine. 
The basis functions that are used over the entire domain of f are commonly: 
i Tschebyscheff functions, 
ii Maclaurin functions, 
iii Legendre functions, 
iv Hermite polynomials. 
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4.3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of MoM for GPR 
antenna design 
The MoM is a very versatile modelling technique. The method is particu- 
larly suitable for the modelling of wires and surface patches. The core of the 
technique is based on the calculation of currents flowing on the structure. 
This feature is very valuable to the RF designer as it provides good insights 
into the understanding of electromagnetic characteristics. 
The method is a frequency domain technique. This implies that multiple 
runs are necessary in order to obtain a broadband result. The technique 
has nevertheless the advantage of being very fast and can therefore lead to 
optimisation. 
A major drawback of the method is that finite size embedded dielectrics 
are extremely difficult or impossible to model as it would require to deter- 
mine an enormous number of unknowns. As a consequence, the modelling 
of a mine buried in soil cannot be undertaken with the Method of Moments. 
However, a non-uniform ground can be modelled as multiple dielectric layer, 
each having its own electromagnetic properties. 
4.4 The Finite Element Method (FEM) 
4.4.1 Introduction 
The Finite Element method is a powerful and versatile technique for handling 
complex geometry problems and inhomogeneous media [105]. The method 
has therefore attractive features that are in principle suitable to solve GPR 
problems. 
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The steps involved in solving electromagnetic problems with the FEM are: 
" discretising the solution region into a finite number of elements, 
9 characterising the field response inside each element, 
9 assembling all the elements of the solution region, 
" solving the resulting system of equations. 
4.4.2 Finite element discretisation 
The ease by which the FEM handles complex region representation is origi- 
nated by its powerful discretisation process. The basic idea behind the 
method is to divide the solution region into a finite number of non-overlapping 
elements. In three dimensional space, the elements are usually tetrahedra or 
hexahedra. The field solution is then approximated within each element. The 
approximation is almost universally undertaken with a polynomial function. 
The FE solution ue of a given element can be expressed [81] in terms of the 
element nodal values: 
ue 2d? Li 
i=1 
(4.43) 
where ui is the field solution at node i, Li is the shape function referred to 
node i and N is the number of nodes for element e. 
In this section, the FEM is introduced by using first order shape function on 
tetrahedra elements. Equation 4.43 is then restricted to four nodes as shown 
in figure 4.3 and takes the following form: 
4 
of = ui' Li (4.44) 
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4 
Figure 4.3: Four node first order tetrahedral element. 
The shape function L1 is defined as: 
Vpz34 
(4.45) Ve 
where 
" Vp234 is the volume defined by the point P(x, y, z) (inside element e) 
and the three other points of nodes 2,3 and 4 as shown in figure 4.4, 
" Ve is the volume of the element. 
The volumes are defined as2: 
1 X1 Yi Zi 
1 1 x2 Y2 Z2 
V- 
e 6 1 X3 y3 Z3 
1 X4 Y4 Z4 
and 
2 is the notation representing the determinant. 
(4.46) 
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Figure 4.4: Representation of the shape function L1. 
_1 
Vp234 =6 
1 x y z 
1 X2 Y2 Z2 
1 X3 y3 Z3 
1 X4 y4 Z4 
Substituting 4.47 into 4.45 gives the following expression: 
L1 _1 6 Ve 
1 x y z 
1 x2 Y2 Z2 
1 X3 y3 Z3 
1 X4 y4 Z4 
The above shape function has the polynomial form: 
L1 = Ko + K, x+ K2y + K3 z 
(4.47) 
(4.48) 
(4.49) 
where KO, K1, K2 and K3 are constants resulting from the expansion of the 
determinant of equation 4.48. 
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The rest of the shape functions for the other three nodes, namely L2, L3 and 
L4, can be found in a similar manner. The shape functions are linear inter- 
polation functions of the nodal fields. They have the following remarkable 
property: L, + L2 + L3 + L4 = 1. At each nodal point i, the shape function 
Li is unity whereas the other three associated shape functions are zero. 
4.4.3 Minimisation of a functional 
For numerical solutions, any electromagnetic governing equation can be writ- 
ten in operator form [123] as: 
, Cu-g=0 
(4.50) 
with some specified boundary conditions B(u) =0 within a given domain Q. 
In equation 4.50, C is an operator, g is a known excitation and u is the 
unknown quantity to be determined. Note that this quantity can either be 
scalar such as u or vectorial such as u. 
It can be shown that the variational functional associated with equation 4.50 
is: 
F(u) =1f (C u) " udQ -fg" ud1 (4.51) 2 Irl, 
The quantity u satisfying the problem posed in equation 4.50 is the one that 
minimises the functional F(u). In other words, the solution of £u-g=0 
is the stationary point of the functional F(u). 
The minimisation of the functional is carried out in the following way. First, 
the finite element approximation of u is substituted into the functional. 
Secondly, partial derivatives of F(u) are taken with respect to the nodal 
quantities and set to zero. This procedure leads to a set of linear inde- 
pendent equations, where there are as many equations as there are nodes. 
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Usually, the set of linear equations is represented in matrix form. The system 
of equations is then solved for the unknown nodal quantities. Solving the 
system of equation requires the inversion of matrices which are sparse and 
usually banded. 
It must be noted that when the unknown quantity is of vectorial form, the 
shape functions as described in the previous section are not valid. The Li 
must then be replaced by the vectorial form of the shape functions [123]. 
4.4.4 Advantages and disadvantages of FEM for GPR 
antenna design 
Advantages 
" With the FEM, it is possible to analyse non-uniform ground charac- 
teristics with buried targets. The targets can be assigned some desired 
electromagnetic properties. 
" Adaptive meshing can be carried out in order to refine the mesh in 
the regions that need some detailed electromagnetic computation. The 
mesh is then refined until the convergence criteria of the solution are 
reached. The accuracy of the solution can be monitored after each 
adaptive mesh. 
" The tetrahedra provide a very powerful and flexible mesh of the entire 
solution region. Complex antenna shapes are therefore very easy to 
model. 
Disadvantages 
" As in the FDTD method, the FEM solves the all space comprising 
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the region of interest. ABCs are therefore necessary to terminate the 
truncation planes. 
" Overall, FEM is generally slower that any other methods and being a 
frequency domain technique, FEM is not widely used for GPR problems. 
4.5 Hybrid methods 
4.5.1 Introduction 
Some commercial software programs based on the different methods pre- 
sented in this chapter are nowadays available and one could think that 
such programs could be used for modelling GPR antennas. However, GPR 
antenna modelling is not an ordinary modelling problem and at the moment, 
there are no commercial software programs capable of tackling all electro- 
magnetic modelling aspects associated with GPR operation. 
Hybrid methods are therefore very topical for solving GPR problems. Several 
hybrid techniques have been developed for general electromagnetic problems. 
For instance, Monorchio et al [82] have linked the FDTD method with the 
FEM where the antenna is modelled with tetrahedra and the rest the space 
with common cubic FDTD cells. As far as GPR applications are concerned, 
one of the most significant work on hybrid methods has probably been 
undertaken by Huang et al [53]. They have proposed to link FDTD with 
the MoM in order to solve complex GPR geometry. The next part gives a 
brief description of their method. 
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Figure 4.5: Decomposition of the GPR geometry into two sub-geometries. 
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4.5.2 The Huang et al hybrid method 
Consider the GPR geometry shown in the top drawing of figure 4.5. An 
antenna is located above a ground and a target. The methodology for 
solving this radiation problem is based on the equivalence principle. For 
that, an imaginary closed surface S is established in order to separate the 
GPR geometry into two sub-geometries. The surface S, which is usually 
refer to as Huygens' surface, is characterised by an outward normal vector 
n around the antenna. The GPR problem can now be decoupled into two. 
One problem equivalent to the original problem internal to S and the other 
equivalent to the original problem external to S. 
The antenna geometry contains the original field inside S and no field outside 
S. In reality, the field outside S is not null. In order to take into account the 
field outside S, surface currents -Js and -M3 are impressed on S. These 
currents are added to the original impressed sources applied on the antenna. 
A similar approach is taken to solve the ground geometry. The ground 
geometry contains the original field outside S and no field inside S. In reality, 
the field inside S is not null. The representation of the field inside S is then 
undertaken by impressing surface currents J, and Ms on S. 
Both sub-geometries are then solved independently from one another and link 
through the computation of surface equivalent electric and magnetic current 
on S. These currents can be expressed as 
J. =n xH (4.52) 
Ms=Exn (4.53) 
where E and H are the electric and magnetic field vectors on S, respectively. 
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Figure 4.6: Flowchart of the hybrid method procedure. 
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An accurate representation of the field can only be achieved by iterative 
procedure. The antenna and the ground geometries must be analysed a 
number of times so that all interactions are fully taken into account. Figure 
4.6 shows the flowchart of the hybrid method procedure. The process starts 
with the analysis of the antenna with the MoM. For this first analysis, the 
initial electric and magnetic currents are assumed to be zero. The computa- 
tion of the electric and magnetic field just inside the Huygens' surface gives 
the first estimate of the electric and magnetic surface currents Js1 and Ms1 by 
using the equations 4.52 and 4.53. Then, these currents are used as sources 
in the FDTD analysis of the ground geometry. From the FDTD analysis, the 
new electric and magnetic surface currents Js2 and M92 are determined by 
evaluating the electric and magnetic field just outside the Huygens' surface. 
These new currents Js2 and Ms2 are used as excitation, together with the 
antenna driving source, to analyse a second time the antenna geometry. From 
this analysis, a third estimation of the electric and magnetic currents Js3 and 
Ms3 can be obtained. These new currents Js3 and Ms3 are used as excitation 
to analyse a second time the ground geometry. The all process is repeated 
until convergence has been reached. The convergence of the analyses can be 
checked after successive iterations by comparing the new field values with 
the old field values. 
The validation of this method has been presented by Huang et al for several 
cases involving dipole and bow-tie antennas above homogeneous and strati- 
fied grounds. The advantage of this method compare to other conventional 
methods is that it can solve complex GPR problems. The cost however is 
a complicated iterative procedure with many analyses of the antenna and 
the ground geometries. Additionally, some modifications to the MoM and 
FDTD codes are required in order to use the electric and magnetic currents 
as excitation within the sub-geometries. This can be a problem when some 
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commercial programs such as NEC or XFDTD are used. 
In this thesis, the development of a hybrid technique for GPR problem is 
one of the main objectives. In chapter 7, a new hybrid method for GPR 
problem is presented. The method has some common characteristics to the 
Huang et al method but is based on plane wave spectra theory rather than 
the equivalence principle. The advantages and disadvantages of the methods 
are covered at the end of the thesis. 
4.6 Optimisation 
The process of optimisation is an attempt to obtain the best possible solution 
to a given problem. Optimisation techniques play an important role in 
antenna design where the prime concern is to achieve optimal system perfor- 
mance within some physical, electrical and mechanical constraints. 
There are many methods available for optimisation purposes. Essentially, 
the different techniques can be divided into two main classes: namely the 
deterministic methods and the non-deterministic methods. Both methods 
are based on mathematical models. However, the non-deterministic methods 
use statistical procedures to undertake the optimisation process. 
Among the numerous non-deterministic methods, genetic algorithms (GAs) 
have become widely used for antenna optimisation design. Most of this part is 
therefore devoted to the GA method. Additionally, the well-known gradient 
method which belongs to the deterministic method category is briefly covered. 
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4.6.1 Genetic Algorithms (GAs) 
What are GAs? 
GAs are very robust optimisation techniques based on the natural evolu- 
tion of species [46]. They work with a population of coded input parameter 
representation also called chromosomes. Each individual (or chromosome) 
of the population is evaluated and given a fitness value, which is a score 
of how well it has performed. The search for the best design solution is 
reduced to the search of a "super fit" individual among the population. New 
generations are repeatedly created through a process involving crossover and 
mutation operations. Natural selection occurs by giving a higher probability 
of reproduction to the best individuals. The flowchart of a GA is shown in 
figure 4.7. 
The genetic operators 
With the objective of spreading the genes of the best individuals, the parents 
to undergo mating are chosen through a procedure similar to the natural 
selection process of living species. This is a direct analogy to Darwin's theory 
on the survival of the fittest. 
Crossover and mutation are the two genetic operators that allow a mixing 
of genetic materials. The crossover operation consists of cutting two parent 
chromosomes at a random position and making them exchange their genetic 
content. For example, a crossover between two parent chromosomes gives 
two different off-springs which both contain part of the genetic material of 
both parents. The mutation operation consist of randomly selecting the 
bit along a chromosome length and flipping a '0' for a '1' or a '1' for a 
'0'. Mutation brings diversity to the population, which natural selection 
and crossover cannot achieve. The crossover and mutation operations are 
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Figure 4.7: Genetic algorithm flowchart. 
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Crossover 
Parent 1 0110 1 01100 Offspring 1 
Parent 2 1100 0 11001 Offspring 2 
Mutation 
1 
Offspring 1 01100 00100 Offspring 1 
mutated I 
Figure 4.8: Crossover and mutation operators. 
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undertaken according to probability figures which usually vary between 0.6 
and 1 for crossover and 0.01 and 0.1 for mutation. Figure 4.8 describes the 
typical crossover and mutation operations. 
GAs features 
GAs have the particularity of finding an acceptable solution after only a 
few iterations (i. e.: after a few generations). They are particularly good at 
searching through a large space of search and at locating the most promising 
areas. For a binary coded representation, a typical chromosome of 32 bits 
(i. e.: coding for more than a billion configurations) provides the GA with 
good chance of success in the search. 
Some typical GA characteristics are: 
" They use random numbers to generate the initial sample (population). 
They do not need any starting solution and do not rely on the engineer 
guessing a sufficiently good starting solution. 
" They usually work with a coded representation of the parameters, not 
the actual parameters. 
9 They are not likely to get stuck in some local minima. The mutation 
operator brings to the GA the powerful capability to span all areas of 
the space of search at once. 
4.6.2 The gradient method 
The gradient method is a more conventional technique for optimisation prob- 
lems [96]. They use local derivative computations in order to direct the 
search towards an optimum. In a gradient method optimisation procedure, 
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a starting solution must be specified at the start. 
The advantage of the method is that once a promising solution area has been 
located, the algorithm will usually converge very efficiently towards the sta- 
tionary value and thus finding the optimum solution in the search area. 
The method has however the disadvantage of easily getting stuck in local 
minima due to its narrowly focussed search. 
4.7 Summary 
The main electromagnetic numerical methods have been reviewed. Their 
features and capabilities of solving GPR problems have been presented. It 
was noted that none of the exiting methods are suitable to analyse GPR 
problems in a practical way. 
The main problems may be stated as follows: 
" The FDTD method is suitable in principle for analysing the com- 
plete in situ GPR performance, but suffers from heavy memory and 
computation problems due to its uniform cell size and stair-casing 
approximation. 
" The MoM is not suitable for transient problems and does not enable 
the modelling of finite embedded dielectric targets. 
" The FEM is not suitable for transient problems because it is a frequency 
domain method and is computationally very slow because the all region 
embedding the antenna, the ground and the target must be solved. 
Hybrid techniques have been presented as being the only outcome in order 
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to solve in situ GPR problems. 
Additionally, optimisation techniques, which play an important part in the 
RF antenna design process, have been addressed. Genetic algorithms have 
been presented as a powerful and useful optimisation method when the space 
of search is very large and when a starting solution is not available. 
In the next chapter, the development and design of an original directive GPR 
antenna is presented. 
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Chapter 5 
Advanced design of a skeleton 
TEM horn antenna for 
stand-off GPR applications 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the design process of a GPR skeleton TEM horn antenna 
is presented. The term "skeleton" is used in order to describe better the 
antenna geometry and to stress the original aspect of the design. The antenna 
is to be operated at some distance from the ground surface. The severe 
design specifications are achieved by the aid of optimisation techniques. The 
antenna characteristics are then assessed with the development of a transmis- 
sion line equivalent model. Comparisons are made between the predictions 
and the measurements. 
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5.2 Antenna design 
In chapter three, we have seen that there is a limited choice of antennas 
available to the engineer for ground-penetrating radar (GPR) systems. This 
choice is even more restricted when the GPR system has to be operated at 
some distance from the ground. The antenna must be capable of providing 
a sufficient gain response in such situations. The TEM horn antenna is one 
of the only candidates to meet the stand-off design requirements. Therefore, 
this antenna type has been the scope of investigation in this thesis. 
The next step is to finalise the antenna geometry. The prime objective is to 
develop a working GPR antenna with advanced capabilities. The antenna 
needs to be optimised to achieve the following design characteristics: 
" broadband response, 
" low internal ringing, 
" high directivity, 
" high efficiency, 
" low return loss, 
" low weight, 
" low cost. 
In order to limit the weight of the antenna, the TEM horn is made of a series 
of seven wires uniformly spaced on each plate. The number of wires has an 
importance. The wires need to be sufficiently close to one another in order 
to retain a TEM mode between the two plates. 
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Figure 5.1: TEM horn antenna geometry. 
Over the past few years, they have been several authors publishing papers 
about various designs based on a TEM horn antenna filled with dielec- 
tric [129] [108]. The dielectric filling is used to reduce the antenna inter- 
nal signal ringing. Additionally, it has the effect of extending the electrical 
length of the antenna by a factor that is equal to the square root of the 
relative dielectric constant of the dielectric material. Therefore, the length 
of the TEM horn antenna can be reduced without compromising the direc- 
tivity. However, in spite of this great design asset, the addition of dielectric 
usually makes the antenna system heavy and hence not easy to use in real 
GPR operations. 
Resistive loading has been widely used to reduce the internal ringing on wire 
antennas as mentioned in earlier chapters. The usage of resistive loading on 
the TEM horn is then chosen as a mean of achieving a broadband antenna 
response. In fact, the wire structure of the antenna makes it very suitable 
for incorporating resistive loading. Figure 5.1 shows the TEM horn antenna 
geometry based on this original idea. The horn antenna can be characterised 
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by its length (L) and its aperture height (H) and width (W). Resistive loading 
elements are placed at five different positions along each wire. The number 
of resistive elements is chosen according to the real antenna dimensions. 
Due to the modelling difficulties mentioned in earlier chapters, the design 
strategy is to develop an optimum TEM horn antenna without taking into 
account the effect of the ground. As a result, the antenna is modelled in 
complete isolation from the ground. The numerical modelling of the antenna 
is undertaken using the Method of Moments (MoM). However, only one 
frequency response can be obtained per run. A large number of analyses 
at different frequencies is therefore needed in order to obtain the transient 
response of the antenna. Even though, this is an evident drawback, this is 
overcome by the rapidity by which, the MoM solution is performed. The 
MoM is fast even for multi-frequency runs and makes the scope of optimisa- 
tion process possible. 
The resistive loading is modelled with the aid of some network cards under the 
NEC MoM program. The network cards enable one to link a set of wires to a 
desired admittance load as shown in figure 5.2. The load is indeed modelled 
as a wire having an associated admittance value. By placing the admittance 
loaded wire sufficiently far away from the TEM horn structure (typically 5m 
away), a real admittance (with null suceptance) can be modelled without the 
introduction of some undesired capacitance or inductance values that would 
otherwise be present in the vicinity of the resistor. 
The time domain response of the antenna is found by computing the antenna 
response for a large number of frequencies and by applying a Fourier Trans- 
formation (FT) technique. Equation 5.1 describes this transformation; 0" is 
the response component from one unit harmonic excitation; Pa is the pulse 
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Figure 5.2: Model representation of the resistive loading with the NEC net- 
work card. 
applied to the antenna and fl and f2 are the lower and upper frequencies 
respectively. 
I f2 
(t) = Pa(f)(f)e2tdf (5.1) 
l 
The optimisation of the TEM horn antenna is carried out by using a genetic 
algorithm (GA) in conjunction with a gradient method, the analysing tool 
being the MoM. The length of the horn is a fixed parameter with a value 
of 350 mm. The optimising parameters are the height H and the width W 
of the horn aperture, the positions x,,, and values R,,, of the resistive loading 
elements, where n is an interger running from 1 to 5 as the design is under- 
taken with 5 sets of resistors. The limits applied to the optimising variables 
are shown in table 5.1. 
The use of a relatively large number of optimising variables implies that only 
a small number of bits can be allocated for each parameter in the GA coding 
implementation. The GA is limited by the quantisation applied to each 
parameter and is used for the purpose for finding promising areas of the space 
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Parameter Unit Minimum Maximum 
H mm 50 100 
W mm 100 300 
X1 mm 20 80 
x2 mm 90 140 
X3 mm 150 200 
X4 mm 210 260 
x5 mm 270 340 
R1 9 1 1000 
R2 9 1 1000 
R3 9 1 1000 
R4 9 1 1000 
R5 9 1 1000 
Table 5.1: Constraints on optimising parameters. 
of search. As stated in chapter 4, the GA has the advantage of not getting 
stuck in local minima. Additionally, the GA does not require a starting 
solution to undertake the search (only a parameter range is necessary). From 
the GA optimisation solution, a refined search is undertaken with the help 
of a conventional gradient method. The gradient method is not limited to 
quantisation problem as the GA is. Moreover, the gradient method is very 
effective at optimising the design from a good starting solution provided by 
the GA. 
The above optimisation methodology is carried out to obtain a good VSWR 
while maintaining an acceptable radiation efficiency. The object function is 
based on minimising the sum of the squares of the reflection coefficient. The 
optimum geometrical parameters are an aperture height H of 100 mm and 
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an aperture width W of 300 mm. It can be noted that these values are the 
maximum limits imposed on the variables. 
The optimum resistive profile does not follow the well-known Wu and King's 
profile [127] where the values of the resistances are progressively increased 
and tapered away from the feed point. On the contrary, it consists of many 
variations of the resistance values across the antenna length. Typical resis- 
tance values are between 50 and 300 Q. 
From the development work presented so far in this chapter, two TEM horn 
antennas have been fabricated and used for testing purposes. Some photos of 
these prototypes are shown in appendix A. A circuit board type design has 
been used during the fabrication process. Each TEM horn plate has been 
made from one sheet of metalised dielectric material (thin single sided copper 
clad laminate epoxy glass FR4). The copper has been etched on each sheet in 
such a way as to retain some conductive material to make the wires and the 
rest of the structure. At the resistance locations, small areas of copper have 
been removed as well, so that resistances can be added in at a later stage 
of the design process. Then, each TEM horn has been made by assembling 
the top and the bottom plate with the feed. For mechanical reasons, small 
pieces of dielectric are placed between the top plate and the bottom plate to 
maintain the antenna structure. Some glue is used to make the parts stick 
together. 
It can be noted that the manufacture of the TEM horn using a circuit board 
type design implies that the wires consist of flat strips. However, the MoM 
modelling has been undertaken by considering cylindrical wires. As a conse- 
quence, a conversion from cylindrical to flat wire model has been carried out 
by using the approximation [65] depicted in figure 5.3. After the conversion, 
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Figure 5.3: Approximative relationship between the cylindrical and the thin 
and flat wire models. 
the final width for the flat wire model is 4 mm. The approximation is valid 
provided that the strips are thin (i. e.: the thickness must be much smaller 
than the width). This criteria is easily achieved as the standard thickness of 
metal on most dielectric sheets is usually only a few hundred microns thick. 
5.3 TEM feed modelling 
The feed is a critical component and has a major impact on the perfor- 
mance of the antenna. Broadband components capable of transforming an 
unbalanced line into a balanced line are difficult to design. An ultra-wideband 
balun structure with 100: 1 bandwidth have been proposed by Duncan et 
al [30]. The balun is an impedance matching transition from a coaxial line 
to a balanced two conductor open line. Other type of balun configurations 
can be found in [91] and [62]. 
In this project, the feed used for the TEM horn antenna consists of a coax line 
that is converted into a parallel TEM plate guide as shown in figure 5.4. The 
width of the top plate is tapered along its length. The separation between 
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Figure 5.4: The TEM horn feeding structure. 
the bottom and top plates is 7 mm and the maximum plate width is 36 mm. 
A ideal balanced parallel plate structure has the following property: at 
a given cross section the current flowing on one plate must be equal in 
magnitude with the current flowing on the other plate, but 180 degrees out 
of phase. In an attempt to evaluate the performance of the balun, the TEM 
horn feed depicted in figure 5.4 is modelled with FDTD. The FDTD cell 
size is 1 mm in the three spatial dimensions. The PML absorbing boundary 
conditions are used to terminate the FDTD truncation planes. 
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By carrying out a Fourier transformation of the time domain calculations, 
the reflection coefficient is determined for a range of frequencies as shown 
in figure 5.5. The overall reflection coefficient of the feed is acceptable. It 
is better than -20 dB up to 1 GHz and varies gradually from -20 to -14 dB 
between 1 GHz and 2.5 GHz. 
The balun performance is assessed by the calculation of currents flowing 
on both plates within the FDTD structure. Suppose that Jt is a vector 
representing the current flowing on the top plate and Jb a vector representing 
the current flowing on the bottom plate as shown in figure 5.4. The balun 
performance can be evaluated by defining a quantity ( as the following ratio: 
IJ 
avg1 (5.2) 
IOJI 
where (J,,,, I is an average quantity of Jt and J6 and I OJ I= jJt - Jb I. 
Representing ( in terms of Jt and Jb yields the following expression: 
- 
lit + J61 (5.3) 
2 lJt - Jb 
Note that for a perfectly well balanced structure, we have Jt = -Jb. The 
ratio ( is then zero. 
Figure 5.6 shows the ratio ( expressed in dBs versus frequency for the TEM 
horn feed. We have a ratio ( of around -25 dB, which indicates that the 
output of the TEM feed structure is reasonably well balanced across the 
frequency band of interest. 
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5.4 Antenna characteristics 
5.4.1 Transmission line model 
If we assume that the antenna is made of solid metallic flares, then the TEM 
horn can be conceptually split into a number of sufficiently small parallel 
twin line segments along its length as described in figure 5.7. The impedance 
of each of the strip line section having a finite width w and a finite height h 
can be determined from the following equation [51]. 
2 
Zs=301n 1+ 
4h 
+h +2 (54) 
Lww() 
An equivalent transmission line model can be drawn where, each strip line 
section contributes to the input impedance of the antenna structure. Extra 
impedance blocks can be inserted into the model to account for the resistive 
loading elements. Figure 5.8 shows an equivalent transmission line model for 
the horn. The transmission line model is terminated by a load impedance 
which, accounts for the free space impedance encountered at the horn end 
aperture. This load impedance may be written as: 
ZL 
R (5.5) 
1+jwRC 
where w is the angular frequency of the signal, R is the free space resistance 
and C is the fringing field capacitance at the end horn aperture. The values 
of R and C have been calculated by solving the problem of an open circuited 
parallel plate geometry using a full wave analytical method. The final answer 
is then used to derive lumped element equivalent circuit description [77]. 
The validity of this expression is limited to cases where the TEM horn plate 
separation is less than one wavelength. 
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Figure 5.7: Strip line equivalent geometry of one cut plane of the TEM horn. 
The input impedance Zin of the equivalent network can be written in terms 
of the A, B, C and D parameters: 
AZL +B Zin = (5.6) CZL+D 
5.4.2 Matching characteristics 
Figure 5.9 shows the VSWR of the TEM horn relative to a 50 1 load. The 
antenna is very well matched for a large part of the frequency band with a 
VSWR better than 2: 1 from 400 MHz to 5.6 GHz. Optimum performance 
can be seen between 2 and 3 GHz where the VSWR approaches one. More- 
over, the VSWR measurement curve has a peak at 1.5 GHz, which is the 
first resonant frequency of the TEM horn structure. 
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Figure 5.8: Transmission line model of the resistively loaded TEM horn. 
The simulation were undertaken up to 1.4 GHz for the following reasons. 
First, the equivalent transmission line method is based on a free space impe- 
dance model that is only valid when the separation distance between the 
parallel plate aperture is less than one wavelength. Above this frequency, 
the model collapses and the results are inaccurate. Secondly, the MoM 
requires that wires must be divided by segments with lengths of one tenth 
of the wavelength or less. This implies that more segments must be used 
for higher frequency analysis. In order to keep an acceptable computational 
requirement within the optimisation procedure presented earlier, the MoM 
analysis of the horn was undertaken up to 1.4 GHz. Even with this limitation 
in place, the theoretical modelling exercise is valuable as the most difficult 
part in the optimisation is the achievement of an adequate low frequency 
performance. The travelling wave operating mode usually provides better 
high frequency performance. Indeed, the measurements confirm this state- 
ment. 
The simulations show that the transmission line model predicts the horn per- 
formance accurately. It can be noted that there are some discrepancies in the 
VSWR prediction. This is probably due to the way the excitation section 
has been modelled within the MoM framework. The horn has been modelled 
as a set of wires and the representation of the true TEM wave excitation is 
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Figure 5.9: VSWR of the TEM horn versus frequency. 
almost impossible to achieve with the MoM. However, this discrepancy on 
the match should not be a problem for the MoM computation of accurate 
radiation patterns because the field patterns are much less sensitive to the 
excitation and depend more on the overall antenna structure. 
5.4.3 Radiation pattern 
The radiation pattern of the horn antenna, computed by the MoM at 1.4 GHz 
and 2 GHz, is shown in figure 5.10. Both E and H planes are plotted. The 
antenna has a strong gain from -30 to 30 degrees. The maximum gain is 
about 0 dBi at 1.4 GHz and 2.2 dBi at 2 GHz. 
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Figure 5.10: Radiation pattern of the TEM horn at 1.4 GHz (left) and 
2 GHz (right). 
The efficiency of the resistively loaded TEM horn antenna is between 15 and 
20 % across the frequency band [ 0.2 ,2] 
GHz. 
5.4.4 Antenna footprint 
The footprint of the antenna is directly linked with the radiation pattern. 
The objective of this study is to evaluate the size of the TEM horn antenna 
footprint at different depths in the ground. In order to do that, a FDTD 
simulation is undertaken. As mentioned already in this thesis, such simula- 
tion is extremely difficult in FDTD. However, it is possible to undertake the 
simulation of a small portion of space by using sub-gridding. The antenna 
needs to be defined in a fine FDTD mesh and the ground in a coarser FDTD 
mesh. That way, the FDTD computational space is limited to an acceptable 
figure. 
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Figure 5.11: Footprint slices. 
The resistively loaded TEM horn antenna aperture is positioned at 25 cm 
from the ground surface. The ground is characterised by a relative permitti- 
vity ((r) of 13 and an electrical resistivity (or) of 0.005 S/m. The main grid of 
the FDTD space is (125 x 110 x 140) cells in the x, y and z directions. The 
cell size dimensions are (11.67,11.67,11.67) mm. The antenna is modelled 
with finer cell size dimensions (2.33,2.33,2.33) mm in order to resolve the 
details of the complex antenna geometry and limit stair-casing approxima- 
tions. The FDTD space is terminated with absorbing boundary conditions of 
Liao type (2nd order). A Gaussian input pulse of 0.5 ns duration is applied 
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at the TEM horn driving point. The length of time of the FDTD simulation 
is about 10 ns. The electric field is computed and recorded at several depths 
in the ground. The footprints are taken from the air-ground interface to 
20 cm deep into the ground with intervals of 5 cm. Figure 5.11 illustrates 
this FDTD simulation. 
The calculated footprints are shown in figure 5.12. In order to be able to com- 
pare the different footprints, a normalisation is undertaken. Each footprint is 
normalised to the maximum field value computed at the air-ground interface. 
It is interesting to observe the trend of behaviour for the antenna response 
in the ground. That is to say, the footprint of the antenna reducing in size as 
deeper slices of the ground are taken. By taking the -3 dB line as reference 
on the contour plot of figure 5.12, it can be seen that the footprint has 
an elliptical form with dimension of about 50 by 35 cm at the air-ground 
interface. At 20 cm deep, the -3 dB line footprint has dramatically reduced 
with dimensions of about 30 by 20 cm. The size reduction of the footprint 
for deeper slices of ground can be explained by the following. Suppose, first 
that the antenna is in free space, without the ground in its close environment. 
Reasoning in optical terms, the antenna is then radiating beams of EM signals 
in many different directions where the path taken by each beam follows a 
straight line. Now imagine that the ground is close to the antenna as shown 
in figure 5.13. At the air/ground interface, the path direction of each beam is 
changed according to Snell's law. But in the ground each beam still follows 
straight line paths (assuming the ground is homogeneous). The beams that 
are further away from the main beam direction have to travel more distance. 
The extra distance travelled by a given beam is 
(1_cos y d(5. ý) 
cosy 
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Figure 5.12: TEM horn antenna footprints in dBs at different depths below 
ground surface (spatial dimensions on the axes are given in meters). 
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Figure 5.13: Effect of the ground attenuation on the antenna footprints. 
where d and po are the distance and angle shown in figure 5.13 respectively. 
This extra distance results in further EM attenuation. As a consequence, 
the locus of relative constant amplitude is curved towards the main beam 
direction, resulting in a reduction of the footprint size. 
In appendix B, a similar FDTD analysis to the one presented here is under- 
taken. The model includes a buried metallic mine within a monostatic GPR 
scenario. The time sequence snapshots of the field strength are recorded 
and plotted on a vertical plane (a cut plane including the antenna and the 
air/ground interface). 
5.4.5 Transmission characteristics 
So far, the TEM horn antenna has been investigated as a monostatic antenna 
system. In this section, the TEM horn antenna response is studied for a 
bistatic system. The purpose of the study is to identify the quality of the 
antenna response in the time domain. 
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Figure 5.14: Time domain signal characteristics of two TEM horns 40 cm 
apart. 
In the bistatic radar system, both antennas are identical. The time domain 
transmission characteristics of the antenna can be assessed by placing the 
antennas in free space one in front of the other. This way, a good indication 
about the level of ringing inside the antenna can be found. 
The transmission characteristic of the antenna is simulated and measured. 
The measurements are undertaken by using the two TEM horn prototypes 
that have been built. The simulation is carried out by using the MoM in 
conjunction with an equivalent circuit model of the antenna to antenna 
coupling. This theoretical method is presented and developed in detail in 
the next chapter. 
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Figure 5.14 shows the time domain transmission characteristic of the TEM 
horns when they are separated by 40 cm. It can be seen that the numerical 
model compares well with the measurements. Additionally, the late time 
ringing is sufficiently low for the antenna system to be sensitive enough when 
it comes to detect buried objects. 
5.5 Imaging characteristics 
The TEM horn antennas are tested in a real GPR mine detection scenario. 
For that, a complete radar system is made of the two TEM horn prototypes 
used as transmitter and receiver, one pulse generator producing a sharp wave- 
form of Gaussian shape with a duration of 1 ns and a controller. 
Some preliminary testing has shown that the antennas radiate a significant 
amount of energy in the backward direction. Therefore, any cables connecting 
the antennas to the main electronic unit radiate and are indeed part of the 
antenna. As a consequence, moving the cables during measurements may 
corrupt the results. In order to overcome this problem, semi-rigid cables are 
used to connect the antennas to the rest of the electronic unit. The cables 
are then, static parts of the radar system. 
The antennas are separated by 2 cm. Some absorbing material is placed 
between the antennas to limit the mutual coupling. The radar system is 
fitted within a wooden frame. The pulse generator is placed on the top of 
the frame at about 1m from the antennas. Figure 5.15 shows a drawing of 
the designed radar system. 
A one metre square sand-pit is used for testing the radar. A dummy anti- 
tank (AT) mine with a diameter of 30 cm and a height of 10 cm is buried 
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Figure 5.15: Drawing of the TEM horn radar system. 
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Figure 5.16: Horizontal GPR images of the ground at various depths with 
respect to the air-ground interface. 
at 10 cm into the ground. The sand-pit is scanned by the TEM horn GPR 
system. The scanning process consists of 32 B-scans which, cover the full 
surface of the sand-pit. Each B-scan is separated by 3 cm. 
The data of the scans are processed with noise removal techniques described 
in chapter two. Images of some "slices" of the ground can then be recon- 
structed from the scans. Figure 5.16 shows a series of four GPR images of 
"slices" of the ground. The ground "slices" are separated by 1 cm. The 
images show that the radar system is working. The anti-tank mine in the 
bottom left corner of each picture can be clearly identified. 
5.6 Summary 
In this chapter, an original design of a skeleton TEM horn antenna has been 
presented. Theoretical modelling of the horn has been undertaken by using 
the MoM in conjunction with optimisation techniques. Two prototypes have 
been built based on theoretical modelling. The characteristics of the antenna 
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have been assessed via predictions and measurements. The resistively loaded 
skeleton TEM horn performances have been studied in three different situa- 
tions: 
1. as a single antenna, 
2. as an antenna pair, 
3. as a radar system. 
The TEM horn antenna is a suitable design for stand-off GPR applications. 
A trial has shown that images of AT mines can be obtained from this TEM 
horn antenna. 
In the next chapter, the impact of close proximity between the two TEM 
horns is investigated. The mutual coupling between transmitting and recei- 
ving antennas is modelled with the MoM and a circuit equivalent model. 
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Chapter 6 
Mutual coupling model of two 
skeleton TEM horn antennas 
6.1 Introduction 
In the last chapter, a skeleton TEM horn antenna design has been presented. 
The design has shown good GPR properties in terms of bandwidth, time 
response and imaging capability. It is thought that the presented TEM horn 
could be the starting point for more complex GPR systems such as arrays. 
However, building an array of TEM horns does require great caution. For 
GPR systems, mutual coupling is an important issue. The return levels of 
potential targets are usually so weak that they may be overshadowed by 
the mutual coupling between the antennas. As a consequence the detection 
capabilities of the radar may be impaired. Being able to predict the mutual 
coupling is therefore of great significance. In view of future possibilities about 
building an array system of TEM horn antennas, this chapter is devoted to 
a theoretical study of the mutual coupling taking place between the trans- 
mitting and the receiving antenna. 
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An investigation on mutual coupling is undertaken in order to address the 
following issues: 
" What is the effect of the ground when the antenna system is operated 
in stand-off situations? 
" How much effect, the separation between the transmitting and the re- 
ceiving antenna has on the mutual coupling? 
A mutual coupling model is presented and used in order to answer these 
questions. 
6.2 Circuit model of Tx/Rx 
The mutual coupling can be defined as the amount of energy that couples 
reciprocally between the transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna. 
It is a function of the distance separating the two antennas, the antenna 
radiation patterns and the intensity and shape of the pulse applied to the 
transmitter. 
A mathematical model of the mutual coupling can be derived from circuit 
theory. Figure 6.1 shows the representation of the transmitting and receiving 
antennas as a two port network. The currents Il and I2 and the voltages Vi 
and V2 are related by an admittance matrix Y: 
I=YV 
where I= 
Il 
V= 
Vi 
12 V2 
(6.1) 
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Figure 6.1: Two port network representation of antenna system. 
and y= 
Yi i Y12 
Y21 Y22 
By applying the principle of reciprocity between the transmitter and the 
receiver, we have 1'12 = Y21. Now making use of the symmetry of the system, 
we have Y11 = Y22. Provided that the current and voltage matrices I and V 
can be determined from numerical methods, the Y parameters can be found 
from 6.1 which, represents a system of two equations with two unknowns 
when applying the reciprocity and symmetry postulates. 
A more detailed circuit representation of the mutual coupling between the 
transmitter and the receiver is shown in figure 6.2. The transmitter is 
represented as having an impedance Z3 and a voltage source V. The receiver 
is represented by its impedance Zr. The impedances ZQ and Zb are series and 
shunt capacitances and inductances characterising the interactions between 
the transmitter and the receiver. The following equations relate Zd and Zb 
with the Y parameters: 
Za _ -1, Zb =1 Y12 Yip + Y21 
(6.2) 
The transfer function H of the circuit representation may be written as: 
H= V2 is 
/2 
(6.3) 
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Figure 6.2: Circuit representation of the mutual coupling between the trans- 
mitter and the receiver antennas. 
Then, expanding 6.3 leads to the following equation: 
Zd Ze 
(6.4) H= 
(Za + Zd) (Zs + Ze) 
where Zd = 
Zb Zr 
and Ze = 
Zb (Za + Zd) 
(6.5 ) 
Z&+Zr Zb+Za+Zd 
The time domain representation of the voltage V2 can be obtained by the 
following convolution equation: 
+oo 
V2 = vs(T)h(t -T) 
dT 
-oo 
(6.6) 
where h and v3 are the time domain transfer function and the source voltage 
respectively. 
6.3 Mutual coupling characteristics 
The mutual coupling model presented in the last section is now applied to 
investigate the characteristics of the TEM horn antenna pair. The MoM is 
used to compute the amount of current received at the receiving antenna 
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Figure 6.3: Pulse applied to the transmitting antenna. 
while the transmitting antenna is in operation. 
The excitation v3(t) applied to the transmitting antenna is usually modelled 
as a pure Gaussian time domain waveform. However, in reality, pulse gene- 
rators cannot produce a perfect Gaussian trace. Instead, they generate a 
trace that resembles to some degree to the pure Gaussian trace. In an 
attempt to carry out the experiment as realistically as possible, the trace 
of a real pulse is used to excite the transmitting antenna in the theoretical 
modelling of the mutual coupling. The pulse used has been obtained from the 
measurement of the output voltage of a standard ERA GPR pulse generator. 
The measurement has been undertaken by using a high speed sampling scope. 
The measured pulse can be seen in figure 6.3. 
Figure 6.4 shows the time domain signal received at the receiving antenna 
in the two following situations: when the antenna. system is operated in free 
space and when it is operated at 40 cm above a uniform ground of relative 
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Figure 6.4: Time domain voltage at the receiving antenna. 
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Figure 6.5: Mutual coupling versus frequency. 
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Figure 6.6: Real part of Y21 versus frequency. 
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Figure 6.7: Imaginary part of Y21 versus frequency. 
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permittivity of 13 and electrical conductivity of 0.005 S/m. The received 
signal is shown for three different antenna separations: 1,5 and 10 cm. As 
one would expect, the received signal level is weakening as the separation 
distance increases. The peak value is about 0.13 V when the TEM horns 
are 1 cm apart, 0.09 V when they are 5 cm apart, and 0.07 V when they are 
10 cm apart. Additionally, it can be seen that the effect of the ground is not 
significant. 
Figure 6.5 shows the transfer function H in dBs over frequency. As a general 
comment, we can say that the curves have ripples across the frequency band 
whether the antenna system is operating in free space or in ground proximity. 
The mutual coupling is -35 dB or less for 1 cm separation, -39 dB or less for 
5 cm separation and -41 dB or less for 10 cm separation. Higher coupling is 
observed for lower frequencies (below 2 GHz). If the ground is present, the 
mutual coupling is slightly degraded. The maximum amount of coupling is 
then about -40 dB for the 10 cm separation. The ground makes the mutual 
coupling to noticeably diverse for free space values when the frequencies are 
above 2 GHz. Over the frequency band, increasing the separation distance 
of the antenna from 1 cm to 5 cm provides an extra 4 dB isolation. Addi- 
tionally, increasing the separation distance from 1 cm to 10 cm provides an 
extra 6 dB isolation. This implies that there is not a lot of improvement on 
the mutual coupling between the 5 cm and the 10 cm spacings. 
The figures 6.6 and 6.7 are graphs representing the Y parameter quantities 
over frequency. The real and imaginary parts of the Y12 are plotted when 
the antenna system is operated in free space and when it is operated close to 
the ground. Some ripples can be seen over the frequency band. These can 
explain the reason why oscillations are also found on the transfer 
function 
H. The periodicity of the oscillations is smaller when the separation 
distance 
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between the antennas is increased. The ground has insignificant effect on the 
Y12 up to 1.5 GHz. Above this frequency, we can see that the ground creates 
more oscillations on both the real and imaginary part of Y12. 
6.4 Summary 
In this chapter, the mutual coupling between two skeleton TEM horn an- 
tennas has been studied. A theoretical model based on circuit theory and 
the MoM has been presented and used to carried out the investigation. The 
transmitting and the receiving antennas have been modelled in free space 
and at 40 cm above a uniform ground. Generally, it has been found that 
the ground has a small effect at this stand-off distance. Additionally, the 
modelling of identical cases has been undertaken with different separation 
distances between the transmitting and the receiving antenna. The mutual 
coupling is greatly affected by the separation distance. The level of mutual 
coupling achieved is better than -35 dB with a separation distance of 1 cm. 
An extra 4 dB and 6 dB isolation can be achieved by using separation dis- 
tances of 5 and 10 cm respectively. 
The next chapter is devoted to the development of a hybrid technique per- 
mitting to model a complete GPR scenario including the antenna system, 
the ground and buried objects. 
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Chapter 7 
A novel hybrid method for 
modelling GPR antennas 
7.1 Introduction 
In chapter four, numerical methods have been presented and evaluated for the 
design of GPR antennas. It has been explained that none of the techniques is 
suitable to undertake the complete modelling of complex antennas and their 
close environment. As a consequence, there is a real necessity to seek for 
the elaboration of hybrid techniques which would make possible an accurate 
simulation of field quantities. In this chapter, a numerical hybrid method 
based on plane wave spectra theory is introduced for the field calculation of 
GPR systems. 
7.2 Plane wave spectra theory 
Consider the radiating aperture . 4, 
defined as the region of the (x, y) plane 
at a=0, over which the tangential electric field is non-zero (figure i . 1). 
The field of a point P belonging to the positive half space (z > 0) can be 
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Figure 7.1: Radiating aperture. 
decomposed into an infinite number of plane waves coming from all directions 
of space where each plane wave direction can be characterised by the unit 
vector: 
U= Uxc +u 3+u y (7.1) 
where u, uy and u, are the unit vectors along the x, y and z axis respectively 
and a, ß and -y are the direction cosines given by: 
a= sine cos 0 
0= sing sin0 
y= cos 9 (7.2) 
The set of infinite number of plane waves can be represented completely and 
uniquely by the two plane wave spectra FF(a, ß) and FF(a, ß) [25]. It can be 
noted that because u is a unit vector, the direction cosines are inter-related 
by the following expression: 
a2 +X32 +'y2 =1 (7.3) 
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Therefore, the direction of a plane wave can be completely defined by a and 
ß as the other direction cosine -y is automatically specified through 7.3. 
If Eo is the phasor of the electric field of a plane wave at the origin, then the 
electric field at the point P(x, y, z) can be written as, 
E(r) = Eo exp (-j k u. r) (7.4) 
where k is the wave number 
k= 
27r 
(7.5) 
A 
and the vector r is expressed as, 
r=ux+uyy+uzz (7.6) 
The tangential electric field Ea, at the aperture A can be written as: 
Ea(x, y) = ux Eax(X, y) + uy F'ay(X, y) (7.7) 
where E,,, (x, y) and Eay(x, y) are the electric field components on the aper- 
ture A along x and y respectively. 
The angular plane wave spectra FF(a, /3) and Fy(a, ß) resulting from the 
tangential field of the aperture A are: 
12 
EQx(x, y) exp 1, k (a x+ /3 y)} dx dy %ý 
-00 -00 
1 +oo +oo 
Fy(a, ß) _1 Eay(r, y) exp{jk(ax+ 3y)}dxdy 
(7.8) 
(7.9) 
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angles to u. u 
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u. r " dEo r 
Figure 7.2: Plane wave representation. 
For a plane wave, the electric and magnetic fields are constant and at right 
angles with the direction of propagation u (see figure 7.2). One consequence 
of this property is that the scalar product of u and an elementary electric 
field dE is zero. 
u. dE=0 (7.10) 
The elementary electric field can be expressed in terms of its vector compo- 
nents as: 
dE = dE u, + dEy uy + dEz uz (7.11) 
By substituting equations 7.1 and 7.11 into 7.10, the scalar product u. dE 
can be written as: 
adET+ßdEy+-ydEz=0 (7.12) 
If an elementary electric field dEa, x is 
fully polarised on the x axis on the 
aperture A, then dEy =0 and dEz = dEr. The components of dE are 
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then given by: 
dE, = FF(a, ß)dadß exp{-jk (ax+ßy+-yz)} 
dEy =0 
dEz = -a F(a, ß)dadß exp{-jk (ax+ßy+-yz)} (7.13) 
Consequently, the elementary electric field dEl at point P resulting from the 
aperture field dEa, x 
IS, 
ux - -uz dE1 = Fx(a, ß)da dß exP{- 'ýk (a x+ßy+'Yz) 
17 
}a 
(7.14) 
Similarly, if an elementary electric field dE,, y is fully polarised on the y axis, 
then dE., =0 and dEz = dEy. The components of dE are then given by: 
dEx =O 
dEy = Fy(a, ß)dadß exp{-jk (ax+ßy+-yz)} 
dEz = -ß Fy(a, ß) da dß exp {- jk (a x+ßy+ -y z)} 
(7.15) 
'Y 
Consequently, the elementary electric field dE2 at point P(x, y, z) resulting 
from the aperture field dEay is, 
dE2 = Fy(a, ß)dadß exp{-jk (ax+ßy+-yz)} uy -ß uz 'Y 
(7.16) 
The complete representation of an elementary electric field dE at the point 
P(x, y, z) is the summation of both elementary contribution from the x and 
y polarisation, namely dE = dEl + dE2. From the equations 7.14 and 7.16, 
the elemental electric field of a point P belonging to the positive half-space 
(z > 0) is 
a 
dE = F, (a, ß) ux -- uz + Fy(a, ß) uy 1 'Y 
uz 
. exp{-j 
k (ax +ßy+ yz)}dodß 
(7.17) 
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Integrating equation 7.17 over all possible plane wave angles yields the fol- 
lowing expression: 
+oo +ý 
ß) u. -a uz + Fy(a, ß) uy 
[i3] 
uz 
-00 -oo 
. exp{-j 
k (ax+, Qy+lyz)}da dß 
(7.18) 
At this point, we have expressed the electric field E at a point P(x, y, z) 
belonging to the half-space z>0, in function of the angular plane wave 
spectra FF(a, 3) and FF(a, ß) induced by the aperture plane A. 
From equation 7.3, we can see that y becomes imaginary when a2 + ß2 > 1. 
In these cases, equation 7.18 has an attenuation term along the z direction. 
This is the representation of evanescent waves that exist in the reactive field 
region of the source. Due to their significant attenuation, evanescent waves 
are non-propagating waves. 
The angular spectrum of a and 0 running from -oo to --boo contains the 
visible and as well as the invisible range. The visible range of a and 0 is 
defined by 
-1<a<1 
-1<ß<1 (7.19) 
and represents the propagating waves. The invisible range of a and ý is the 
region outside the visible range and represents the non-propagating waves. 
The far field expression can be derived by applying asymptotic approxima- 
tions such as the stationary phase method [4]. In spherical form, the far field 
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is expressed as: 
E(r, 0,0) -- j 27r 
exp (-j k r) [(uo cos 0-u, cos 0 sin 0) Fý, (a, ß) kr 
+ (uo sin 0+ uo cos 0 cos 0) FF(a, ß)] (7.20) 
where ue and uO are the unit vectors of the 0 and 0 components respectively. 
In the next section, the above plane wave spectra formulation is used to 
elaborate a hybrid technique for GPR simulations. 
7.3 The hybrid method concept 
The proposed hybrid method is based on the following principle: the com- 
plete GPR problem is divided into two sub-geometries. One geometry for 
the antennas and one geometry for the ground and the buried target (see 
figure 7.3). These two problems are analysed independently of one another. 
Then, the results of each sub-geometry are combined via a plane wave spectra 
approach. Mutual coupling between the antennas and the ground is taking 
into account in its simplest form. No further interactions are taken into 
account. 
The antennas and the ground are analysed by any method capable of predic- 
ting their respective performances. Ideally, FDTD would be used to model 
the ground and the buried target. However, the MoM could also be used in 
a situation where we are only interested in knowing the effect of a simple or 
a stratified ground when there is no target. 
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Figure 7.3: A generic GPR scenario split into two sub-geometries. 
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7.3.1 The ground sub-geometry 
The ground is modelled on its own by considering a number of incident plane 
wave excitations defined according to the polarisations 0 and 0. Consider 
the drawing of figure 7.4, the ground is represented within its own frame 
of reference that will subsequently be referred to as the "0 frame" or the 
"ground frame". Under the assumed illumination, the field at some point of 
interest P is designated as Ge or GO depending on whether the illuminating 
plane wave of unit amplitude is polarised in 0 or 0. These fields quantities 
can be defined as a (3 x 2) matrix [G]: 
[G] _ [GEIG"] = 
GB GO 
Go 
y 
GO 
Go 
e 
GO 
(7.21) 
The [G] matrix can be seen as a normalised quantity of field scattered by the 
ground and the buried target if present. 
7.3.2 The antenna sub-geometry 
The antenna is analysed in isolation within its own frame of reference, which 
will be subsequently referred to as the "0' frame" or the "antenna frame" 
(figure 7.5). The angular plane wave spectra of the electromagnetic field 
emanating from the antenna can be derived in two ways. One way is to com- 
pute the near field response of the antenna on a plane at a desired distance. 
If the field is recorded sufficiently close to the antenna, evanescent waves 
are included in the solution. The plane wave spectra are then computed via 
equations 7.8 and 7.9. Another way of obtaining the plane wave spectra is to 
compute the far field radiation pattern of the antenna. The plane wave spec- 
tra are then computed via equation 1.20. An important difference between 
the two approaches is that in the first case, the evanescent waves may or 
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7 
Figure 7.4: Ground frame of reference. R is the vector position of the point 
of interest P, where the field scattered by the ground and the buried target 
is computed. 
may not be included in the plane wave spectra solution depending on how 
far from the antenna the field is recorded. Whereas in the latter case, the 
evanescent waves are not included in the plane wave spectra solution as it is 
derived from the far field data. 
The omission of the evanescent waves cannot be considered for cases where 
the antenna is close to the ground. However, it can be a good assumption for 
stand-off GPR scenarios (i. e. when the antenna is sufficiently far from the 
ground). This assumption has not the same impact on all frequencies because 
the extent of the reactive near field region is dependent on the wavelength. 
Neglecting evanescent waves is a better assumption at higher frequency than 
at lower frequency. 
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Figure 7.5: Antenna frame of reference. 
7.3.3 The hybrid method 
The evaluation of the field at point P necessitates the combination of the 
two sub-domain results. Using a linear system theory representation, the all 
GPR problem can be assimilated to a system for which the ground matrix 
[G] acts as a transfer function and the plane wave spectra of the antenna 
act as the input excitation. In other words, the plane wave spectra act as 
'weights' to the scattered field quantity. 
Each of the two sub-geometries has been analysed in its own frame of refe- 
rence. The task of combining the two independent results requires the need 
to express all quantities in a common frame. The following material assumes 
that the selected common frame is the "ground frame". 
The antenna is assumed to be a generator of plane waves. If we determine 
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Point of 
interest 
Figure 7.6: Schematic representation of the inter-relation between the 0 and 
0' frames. 
the vector of each of this plane wave at the origin of the 0 frame, then their 
relative amplitude and phase can be used as "weights" that can be super- 
posed with the pre-calculated GB and GO vectors. 
Consider the drawing of figure 7.6. The antenna and the ground frames are 
related by the rotational transformation matrix [R]: 
[R]= 
cos (U1, Uxý cos (U1, Uyý cos (U1, uý 
Cos (Uy, U1) COS (Uy, Uy) COS (Uy, Uz) 
cos (Uz, Uxý cos (Uz, Uyý cos (U7, Uzý 
(7.22) 
Each plane wave of the antenna spectra along the direction cosines a', 0' 
and -y' must be coupled with the scattering matrix [G] related to the corres- 
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x urouna 
frame 
ponding plane wave illumination. The direction cosines of the two frames 
are related through the rotational matrix [R]. 
aa 
1= [R] ß, (7.23) 
'Y 'Y 
Assuming that de' is the vector field resulting from one plane wave coming 
from the angular direction defined by (a', /3'), in the 0' frame, then: 
de' =F(a', ß') exp{ -i k 
(a'x+ß, 
y+y, z)J da, dß, 
where F(a''0 1) is the plane wave spectrum vector defined as: 
(7.24) 
F(a', = Fy(a', 0) (7.25) 
F, (a', 0 ) 
In the 0 frame, de' is expressed as: 
de = [R] deg (7.26) 
The field at point P is expressed as the superposition of plane wave contri- 
butions by the following relation: 
E_ [G ] [S ] [R ] [F ] exp {- jk u'. R'} day dßß 
-00 -00 7.21 
where 
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" [G ] is the scattering field matrix of the ground and buried target 
expressed in the 0 frame (equation 7.21). 
" [S ] is the rectangular to spherical coordinate transformation matrix: 
[S] - 
cos0cos/ cos0 sin4 -sin0 (7.28) 
- sin o cos 00 
This transformation is necessary as the ground needs to be excited by 
both 0 and 0 polarised waves. 
" [R ] is the rotational transformation matrix defined in equation 7.22. 
" [F ] is a vector quantity incorporating the antenna plane wave spectra 
expressed in the 0' frame: 
Fx(a1 
, l` 
/) 
F(a', 0 ') = Fy(a', ß') (7.29) 
aý Fx(a', Q')-ýQ' Fy(a', ß') 
"k is the wave number. 
" UI is the directional unit vector expressed in the 0' frame: 
+ý, uy+y' uz (7.30) 
" R' is the vector position of the 0 frame relative to the 0' frame. (R' 
is expressed in the 0' frame). 
7.4 Method validation and numerical results 
The verification of the proposed hybrid method is conducted 
by analysing 
two different stand-off GPR cases involving: 
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"a simple dipole antenna, 
" and a broadband resistively loaded skeleton TEM horn antenna. 
The MoM is employed for the analysis of the antennas and the ground 
sub-domains. This is not a restriction and other EM methodology could 
be adopted instead. The geometry of the example is selected such as the 
whole problem can be analysed separately in order to compare the solution 
of the "conventional methodology" with the solution of the "hybrid methodo- 
logy". The solution of the "conventional methodology" is used for validation 
purposes and is referred to as the "checker" solution. 
7.4.1 Dipole case 
A dipole antenna of 15 cm long is placed at 50 cm above the ground and a 
metallic target. The ground is modelled with a relative permittivity (Er) of 
8 and an electric conductivity (ci) of 0.005 S/m. A small mine-like target is 
modelled as a metallic disc of 7 cm in diameter. A realistic GPR scenario 
where the mine is placed on the ground as shown in figure 7.7 is carried out 
using the currently used NEC2 MoM code. 
The hybrid method is employed to compute the field at the point of interest 
P for 6 frequencies running from 1000 MHz to 1500 MHz. Figure 7.8 shows 
the results for the y component of the electric field. 
The integration of plane wave contribution is undertaken with a sampling 
corresponding to a step angle of 2 degrees in both 0 and 0 dimensions. 
The 
hybrid method results show excellent agreement with the validation case over 
the frequency band. 
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/ 
Figure 7.7: Case of a dipole antenna placed at 50 cm above a lossy homoge- 
neous ground. 
7.4.2 TEM horn case 
The ultra-wideband resistively loaded TEM horn antenna is placed at 70 
cm above the ground and a mine-like target in a similar way as with the 
dipole case. The ground and the target have the same electromagnetic 
characteristics as encountered in the dipole case. 
The hybrid method is used to compute the electric field at the point of 
interest P defined in figure 7.9. 
The hybrid method results are shown in figure 7.10. The agreement is good 
for the phase. The magnitude shows acceptable agreement over the band of 
frequencies analysed. 
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Figure 7.8: Magnitude in V/rn (left) and phase in degrees (right) of the y 
directed electric field component at the point of interest over frequency for 
the dipole case. 
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Figure 7.9: Case of a TEM horn skeleton antenna placed at 70 cm above a 
lossy homogeneous ground. 
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Figure 7.10: Magnitude in V/m (left) and phase in degrees (right) of the z 
directed electric field component at the point of interest versus frequency for 
the TEM horn case. 
7.5 Hybrid method role within GPR Tx-Rx 
scenario 
The proposed hybrid method enables one to predict the field at some point in 
space when a transmitting antenna is operating close to the ground and the 
target. However, one of the ultimate goals concerning the modelling of GPR 
scenario is to be able to predict the output signal at a receiving antenna port 
when a pulse is applied to a transmitting antenna. 
The hybrid method can be used for this purpose by carrying out the following 
procedure. First, the field needs to be calculated on a plane in front of the 
receiving antenna aperture. Secondly, the plane wave spectra of the receiving 
antenna needs to be determined. For that the receiving antenna can be 
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excited with a signal of one unit amplitude. Thirdly, the aperture field is 
combined with the plane wave spectra of the receiving antenna to determine 
the amount of signal present at the receiving antenna feeding point. This 
can be undertaken with the aid of coupling integrals [94]. 
7.6 Advantages and disadvantages of the hy- 
brid method 
The main advantage of the method is the possibility of predicting the field 
response of a complete GPR scenario with minimal computational require- 
ment. The field computation is undertaken in a practical way due to the 
separation of the antenna and the ground. 
Potentially, the method offers to the engineer the choice of EM technique to 
be employed for the analyses of the sub-geometries. The same EM technique 
can be used for both sub-geometries or, alternatively each sub-geometry is 
analysed with its most appropriate EM technique. 
The disadvantage of the method is the tedious analysis of the ground sub- 
geometry with a series of plane wave excitations. For example, the compu- 
tation of the ground scattering field matrix [G] usually requires around 180 
FDTD runs. This difficulty, however, is largely overcome by the fact that the 
ground sub-geometry only needs to be analysed once. This is because the 
ground and the antenna sub-geometries are treated independently from one 
another. Moreover, in most cases, the ground and the mine characteristics of 
investigation are relatively recurrent and standard databases can be obtained 
for future use. 
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Once the antenna and the ground geometries have been analysed, it is possible 
to place the antenna at any position with respect to the ground without 
having to re-analyse any of the sub-geometries. The hybrid method takes 
virtually no time to run. 
7.7 Summary 
A novel hybrid method based on plane wave spectra interactions has been 
presented for field calculation of stand-off GPR scenarios. The method has 
been validated by practical measurements for two different cases involving a 
dipole antenna and a TEM horn skeleton antenna. 
The method offers the possibility to investigate the performance of a wide 
range of complex antennas operating in the presence of ground at stand-off 
distances. The main advantage of the method is that the computational 
resources needed are significantly reduced as it is possible to select the most 
appropriate EM methodology to analyse the antenna and the ground sub- 
domains separately. 
Additionally, the ground sub-domain can be analysed in advance and the 
results stored for modelling complex antennas which may be placed at any 
desired positions above the ground. This great feature of the hybrid methodo- 
logy enables the creation of a database corresponding to a palette of ground 
and target characteristics to be stored for future antenna modelling problems. 
The method can be generalised so that multiple-bounce interaction is in- 
cluded. This task would most possibly require describing the antenna as a 
plane wave scattering matrix. 
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Chapter 8 
Conclusion 
8.1 Summary of the thesis 
This project has been devoted to the study of stand-off time domain GPR 
antenna systems. The design of such systems is a real challenge for several 
reasons. First, because the specifications imposed on the antenna are severe 
and often contradicting. Secondly, because the conventional design tools 
available to model GPR antennas are inadequate. 
In the introduction, the objectives were two fold and stated as follows: 
" to develop stand-off GPR antenna systems, 
" to enhance the modelling capabilities for GPR antennas. 
Both these objectives have been reached successfully. First, a skeleton resis- 
tively loaded TEM horn antenna that can be used for stand-off applications 
has been proposed. Secondly, a hybrid method based on plane wave spectra 
interactions has been presented for the modelling of complete GPR simula- 
tions. 
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8.2 Innovative elements 
Innovation emanates from the work undertaken while tackling both the above 
objectives. 
8.2.1 Skeleton TEM horn antenna 
The work undertaken on the TEM horn antenna is subjected to several in- 
novative elements. These are: 
" the design methodology employed for the development of the horn an- 
tenna, 
" the skeleton shape of the TEM horn (with a reduced number of wires 
used), 
" the produced hardware. 
The design has been carried out with the MoM. Despite the fact that MoM 
is a frequency domain method, time domain antenna responses have been 
obtained by applying Fourier transformation techniques. Conventional opti- 
misation techniques have been used in conjunction with a genetic algo- 
rithm to undertake the search for optimum antenna dimensions and optimum 
resistive loading profile. The TEM horn antenna is made up of several wires. 
The advantages of this design choice are multiple. First, the antenna can 
be modelled easily with the MoM. Secondly, resistive loading can be easily 
inserted on the wires. Thirdly, the antenna can be made easily from a circuit 
board type design. Finally, the antenna is extremely light and mobile. 
8.2.2 Hybrid method 
The hybrid method is based on the well-known plane wave spectra formula- 
tion. Innovation can be found in the general approach by which, the plane 
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wave spectra formulation is used to tackle the problem of complex GPR 
simulations. The hybrid formulation has some powerful implications in GPR 
modelling. It provides the possibility to split up a complex problem into two 
simpler ones. The ground can be analysed independently from the antenna 
and vice versa. As a consequence, typical grounds can be analysed in advance 
and stored in databases. The ground geometry only needs to be analysed 
once. Then, multiple antenna geometry can be modelled in free space and 
incorporated into the hybrid technique so that the ground interactions are 
taken into account. Moreover, the choice of the antenna position with respect 
to the ground is entirely independent of the two sub-geometry analyses. 
Another point about the asset and innovation of the presented method is that, 
unlike the hybrid method proposed by Huang et al [53], this method does not 
need any iterative procedure to achieve convergence. The method of Huang 
et al takes into account multiple interactions at the expense of tedious and 
difficult iterative procedures. The hybrid method proposed in this thesis, 
neglects multiple interactions between the antenna and the ground. This 
assumption is perfectly valid for stand-off GPR scenario. The convergence 
criteria is satisfied by the EM tool used to analyse both sub-geometries in- 
dependently. 
Finally, the hybrid technique has one last considerable advantage. It allows 
the engineer to use the EM tool of his choice to analyse the antenna system 
and the ground. Depending on the antenna type, geometry and material 
defining its structure, some EM methods may be more appropriate than 
others. For example, if dielectric material on the antenna needs to 
be 
modelled, then FDTD or FEM can be used. If the antenna 
is uniquely 
made up of wire, then MoM will be more suitable. 
A similar remark can be 
made to model the ground. Depending on the characteristics of the ground 
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to model and on the mine presence, different EM tools can be used. For 
instance, the analysis of a uniform lossy ground can easily be undertaken 
with the MoM. If a buried target made up of dielectric material needs to be 
modelled, then FDTD is probably is best design option. 
8.3 Future work 
The scope for future work is vast. The following presents the main themes 
for further work on both project achievements. 
8.3.1 On the GPR antenna design part 
Further work could include the theoretical modelling and optimisation of a 
broadband horn feeding structure. The feeding component can be a critical 
part of the antenna. For the presented resistively loaded TEM horn, the feed 
section is a balanced transformer converting the signal into the TEM mode. 
The feed section in this thesis was empirically designed at ERA Technology 
prior to this project. Even though, this feed is compatible with the presented 
TEM horn design, it is probable that an optimisation of its structure will 
result in further improvements. 
A thorough examination of the number of wires capable of defining the TEM 
horn structure could be undertaken. The presented TEM horn has been 
designed with 7 wires on each horn plate. This number of wires has been 
arbitrarily chosen so as to simplify the theoretical modeling and to save 
weight. It would be interesting to see if the number of wires could be reduced 
further while maintaining a TEM mode between the antenna plates. 
The theoretical study of chapter 6 concerning the mutual coupling level tak- 
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ing place between the transmitting and the receiving TEM horn antennas 
is a topic for future work. The circuit equivalent model characterising the 
mutual coupling would need to be validated by practical measurements. 
More advanced and complex antenna system such as an array of skeleton 
resistively loaded TEM horn antennas is a possible theme for future work. 
Array would require SAR type of signal processing. Such arrangement would 
focus the footprint of the antenna system, provide efficient radar scanning 
and could enable the discrimination of a small target adjacent to a larger 
target. 
The presented TEM horn antenna meets the design goals. However, other 
antenna design approaches could be attempted. Dielectric filling has been 
reported as being a design option for broadband TEM horn antennas. It 
would be interesting to see, if by using both a resistively loaded profile and 
a dielectric filling, a better solution can be achieved. 
8.3.2 On the hybrid method part 
The FDTD method is probably the most suitable method to model compli- 
cated ground characteristics. Therefore, the hybrid method finds all its use- 
fulness while using FDTD for modelling the ground and target characteristics. 
In this thesis, the hybrid method has been introduced and presented as an 
elegant approach to solve GPR problems. For simplicity and without loss of 
generality, this method has been introduced by using the MoM for modelling 
both the ground and the antenna. An extension to this inductive work would 
be to link FDTD to the hybrid formulation. 
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Simplistic ground models have been used throughout this project. In most 
cases, the ground has been defined as uniform, lossy and non-magnetic. 
More realistic ground models could involve for example non-uniform ma- 
terial, frequency dependent material or both electric and magnetic material. 
Modelling these types of ground is possible at the expense of more com- 
putation requirements. For instance, the modelling of frequency dependent 
material on FDTD would require the use of convolution methods which, apart 
from being more computationally intensive, is also much slower. However, 
the hybrid method can incorporate any of the above ground models. 
The problem of multi-bounce iterations between the ground geometry and 
the antenna geometry has not been addressed in this thesis. Potentially, 
the current hybrid method can incorporate these iterations. An elegant way 
to do it would be to characterised the antenna as a plane wave scattering 
matrix [60]. 
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Appendix A 
Photos of the TEM horn 
prototypes 
In this project, two TEM horn antenna prototypes were built. Figure A. 1 
shows some photographs of these prototypes. 
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Figure A. 1: The skeleton resistively loaded TEM horn antenna prototypes. 
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Appendix B 
Time sequences of a monostatic 
GPR scenario 
B. 1 Problem description 
In chapter 5, the resistively loaded TEM horn has been modelled with FDTD 
in order to calculate the footprints of the antenna. Here, a similar FDTD 
analysis is undertaken to simulate the propagation of EM waves for a mono- 
static GPR scenario. The objective is to get an intuitive interpretation and 
understanding of the GPR problem (i. e. the propagation of EM waves in the 
different media encountered). To do this, the resistively loaded TEM horn 
antenna is placed at 25 cm from the ground surface and is modelled in a 
fine FDTD grid with a cubic cell size of 2.33 mm. The rest of the space is 
modelled in a coarser grid with a cubic cell size of 11.67 mm. The ground 
is assumed to be uniform with a relative permittivity (Cr) of 13 and an elec- 
trical resistivity (a) of 0.005 S/m. A cylindrical metallic mine is buried in 
the ground. The dimensions of the mine are 7 cm in diameter and 5 cm in 
height. The antenna is excited with a Gaussian pulse of 1 ns duration. The 
second order Liao's ABCs have been used to truncate the 
FDTD space. The 
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FDTD simulation is run for a length of time of around 10 ns with 16 ps steps. 
In this section, the time sequence snapshots of the electric field propagation 
at every 10 time-steps are presented. The time t is the time at which, the 
FDTD simulation is started. 
B. 2 Discussion 
This simulation outlines the time causality principle. The initial propaga- 
tion of field in air takes place from (t + 10 dt) to (t + 140 dt). The time 
sequences clearly show how the field is concentrated within the horn and 
how it propagates along the antenna structure. It can be noticed that the 
field is diverging from the source point in all the directions of space. At time 
(t + 140 dt), the first part of the radiated pulse encounters the ground leading 
to subsequent reflections of the air/ground interface. The main air/ground 
reflection coming back towards the antenna aperture can be seen in multi- 
ple snapshots from (t + 180 dt) onwards. This main reflection interferes with 
the rest of the propagating pulse on its way back. Some small reflections 
of the mine can be seen between the snapshots taken at (t + 210 dt) and 
(t + 260 dt). These mine reflections follow the main air/ground reflection in 
time. 
It can be seen that the wave speed is dramatically reduced in the ground. In 
fact, a reduction of the order of 27.7% ( 
13) is expected due to the electrical 
property of the ground. Additionally, the snapshots show some significant 
attenuation of the field strength in the ground. The strength of the pulse 
propagating in the ground is around 50 dB 
less than the applied pulse. 
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